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DR. MARTIN LUTHER TO THE CHRISTIAN READER. 

My lectures on Genesis I did not undertake with the inten- 
tion that they be published and advertised; but in order that I 
might serve for a time our University as it is at present, and 
that I might exercise my audience and myself in the Word of 
God; lest I should finish the death of this body in an old age 
indolent and entirely useless. To this end Ps. 1462 awakened 
and encouraged me : "While I live will I praise Jehovah; I 
will sing- praises unto my God while I have any being." 

Moreover, I undertook the work in order that I might be 
found at death among that "little flock" and of those "babes," 
out of whose mouth "God perfects praise" or establishes 
strength, by which he destroys the enemy and the avenger, 
Ps. 8:2. For the world always has enough monsters and 
devils, who blaspheme, corrupt and pervert the Word of God, 
so that God be not adorned with his glory, but Satan instead is 
adored. 

I t  however so happened that these lectures fell into the hands 
of two good and pious men who collected them. Dr. Casper 
Crnciger, whose books sufficiently testify how he was led by 
the spirit of God and by the study of his Word; and Mr. 
George Rorary, the ministers of our church here at Wittenberg. 
Their work was followed by that of Master Veit Dietrich, the 
pastor at Nuremberg. who contributed his share. All of these 
men are truly faithful, scholarly and zealous ministers of the 
Word of God, and their judgment is that these lectures should 
by all means be published. For my part I leave them to act 
according' to their own conviction, as St. Paul says, "Let each 
man be fully assured in his own mind," Rom. 14:s. and as 
I see that they are moved hy a holy zeal to serve the congrega- 
tions of the Church of Christ, I therefore strongly approve of 
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their intention and I pray that the benediction of God may rest 
upon them 1 

However I would prefer that their Christian labors and valu- 
able time were spent on a better hook and a better author. For 
I am not one of whom it can be said, "He did a good work"; 
neither one of whom you can say, "He tried to do a good 
work"; I belong to the last order of authors, who dare scarcely 
say, "I desired to do a good work." Oh, that I might be worthy 
of being the last in this last order. For all these lectures were 
delivered in an extemporaneous and popular form, just as the 
expressions came into my mouth, following in quick succession 
and also mixed with German, and surely more verbose than I 
wished. 

Not however that I am conscious of having spoken anything 
contrary to the troth. My chief aim has been, as far as pos- 
sible, to avoid obscurity and present as perspicuous as my 
talent and ability could the things which I wished to have un- 
derstood. For I feel keenly that these weighty matters of 
which Moses wrote have been treated by me in a manner far 
beneath their dignity and importance. But I console myself 
with the old proverb, "Let him fail who attempts to do a thing 
better than he is able" ; and with this Scripture, "God requires 
nothing of a man beyond the ability lie has given him." 2 Cor. 
8:12. 

But why multiply words? That of which we treat arc the 
Scriptures; the Scriptures, I say, of the Holy Spirit, and for 
these things, as St. Paul says, who is sufficient? 2 Cor. 3:s. 
They are a river, says Gregory, in which a lamb may walk or 
touch bottom and an elephant must swim. They are the wis- 
dom of God which makes the wise of this world and "the 
prince" of it fools ; which makes babes eloquent, and the elo- 
quent men babes. 

In a word he is not the best, who comprehends all things 
and never fails, for such a one never has been, is not now and 
never will be; hut he is the best here who loves the most, as 
Ps. I :2 says, "Blessed is the man that lovcth the law of Jehovah 
and meditateth on it." Abundantly sufficient is it for us, if we 
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delight in tliis divine wisdom, love it and meditate on it day and 
night. 

We examine the commentaries of the fathers and find that 
the good will was certainly not lacking among them, but to do 
it they were not able. And how ridiculous are all of our day, 
who attempt to explain the great things, the Scriptures by a 
beautiful, as they term it, by a pure Latinity or by paraphrases, 
being themselves utterly destitute of the spirit and of under- 
standing", and no more competent to treat such holy things 
than, as the proverb runs, "Asses are to play upon a harp." 
Jerome correctly said, Every one brings the offering to the 
tabernacle lie can afford. One brings gold, another silver, 
another precious stones and the skins or the hair of goats. For 
the Lord has need of all these things. The wills of all were 
equally pleasin"' to him, though their offerings were not equal. 

Therefore I permit these few goat hairs of mine to be pub- 
lished, as my offering and sacrifice unto God, whom I be- 
seech in Christ Jesus, our Lord, that he would, through my 
labors, give occasion to others to do better or at least to exert 
themselves to explain these things better than I have done. 
As to my adversaries and their god, the devil, I believe with 
holy pride and exultation in the Lord, that I have given occa- 
sions enough to them to cavil and calumniate, for this I have 
continually and liberally done from the beginning of my min- 
istry. This is the only service they are worthy to perform, for 
they neither can do nor desire to do anything that is good; be- 
ing, as Paul says, "men of corrupt minds; and unto every good 
work reprobate," Tit. I :is, 16. 

May our Lord Jesus Christ perfect his work, which he hath 
begun in us and hasten that day of our redemption, for which 
we long with uplifted heads, and for which we sigh and wait 
in pure faith and a good conscience, in which we have also 
served an ungrateful world, a world that is the incorrigible 
enemy even of itsown, to say nothing of our, salvation. "Come, 
Lord Jesus!" and let every one that loves thee, say, "Come, 
Lord Jesus!" Amen. 

COMMENTARY ON GENESIS. 

CHAPTER I. 

I. INTRODUCTION. 

This first chapter of our Holy Bible is written in the simplest 
and plainest language, and yet it contains the greatest and at 
the same time the most difficult themes. Therefore the Jews, 
as Jerome testifies, were forbidden to read it or hear it read 
before they were thirty years of age. The Jews required that 
all the other Scriptures be well known by every one before they 
were permitted to approach this chapter. Their Rabbins how- 
ever accomplished little good by this, for even many of the 
Rabbins themselves, whose years were more than twice thirty, 
give in their commentaries and Talmuds the most childish 
and foolish explanations of these, the greatest of all subjects. 

Nor has any one yet in the church to the present day ex- 
plained all these momentous thing's correctly and satisfactorily 
in every respect. For interpreters have confused and entangled 
every thing with such a variety, diversity and infinity of ques- 
tions that it is very clear that God reserved to himself the ma- 
jesty of this wisdom, and the correct understanding of this 
chapter, leaving to us only the general ideas that the world had 
a beginning and was created by God out of nothing. This gen- 
eral knowledge may clearly be taken from the text. But with 
respect to the particulars, there is so much that one cannot be 
clear about and hence innumerable questions have continually 
been raised in commentaries. 

39- 
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l"rom Moses however we know that 6000 years ago the 
world did not exist. But of this no philosopher can in any 
way be persuaded; bwause, according to Aristotle the first 
and the last man cannot in any way be determined, although 
Iiowcvcr Aristotle leaves the problem in doubt whether or not 
the world is eternal, yet he is inclined to the opinion that it is 
eternal. For human reason cannot ascend higher than to 
declare that the world is eternal, and an infinite generation pre- 
ceded us and will follow us. Here human reason is forced to 
stand still. However from this belief follows as a consequence 
the perilous opinion that the soul is mortal, because philosophy 
knows no plurality of infinities. For it cannot be, hut that 
human reason must be overwhelmed and shipwrecked in the 
sea of the majesty of these themes. 

Plato collected, perhaps in Egypt, some traditional sparks 
as it were from the sermons of the fathers and prophets, and 
therefore he came nearer the truth than others. He holds that 
matter and mind are eternal; but he says that the world had a 
beginning and that it was made out of matter. But I cease to 
mention the opinions of philosophers, for Lyra cites these al- 
though he docs not explain them. 

Thus neither among the Hebrews, Greeks nor Latins is there 
a leading teacher whom we can follow here with safety. 
Therefore I shall be pardoned if I shall see what I can say 
on the subject. For except the one general opinion that the 
world was created out of nothing there is scarcely another 
thing connected with the subject on which there is entire agree- 
ment among all theologians. 

Hilary and Augustine, two great lights in the church, be- 
lieved that the world was made .on a sudden and all a t  once, 
not successively during the space of six days. Augustine 
plays upon these six days in a marvelous manner in explain- 
ing them, l i e  considers them to be mystical days of knowledge 
in the angels, and not natural days. Hence have arisen those 
continual discussions in the schools and in churches concern- 
ing tlie evening and morning knowledge, which Augustine was 
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the cause of being" introduced. These are all di1ig"cutIy col- 
lected and particularly mentioned by Lyra. Let those there- 
fore who wish to know more about them consult Lyra. 

But all these disputations, though subtle and clever, are not 
to the point in question. For what need is there to make a 
two-fold knowledge. Equally useless is it to consider Moses 
in the beginning of his history as speaking mystically or  alle- 
gorically. For as he is not instructing us concerning allegorical 
creatures and an allegorical world, but concerning essential 
creatures and a world visible and apprehensive by the senses, 
he calls, as we say in our trite proverb, "a post, a post ;" that 
is, when he says morning or day or evening, his meaning is 
the same as ours when we use those terms, without any alle- 
gory whatever. Thus the Evangelist Matthew, in his last 
chapter, uses the same manner ot expression when he says that 
Christ arose on the evening of the Sabhath; that is, at that 
time of one of the Sabbath days which was formed hy the even- 
ing light. But if we cannot fully comprehend the days here 
mentioned nor understand why God chose to use these intervals 
of time, let us rather confess our ignorance in the matter than 
wrest the words of Moses from the circumstances which he 
is recording to a meaning, which has nothing to do with those 
circumstances. 

With respect therefore to this opinion of Augustine, we 
conclude that Moses spoke literally and plainly and neither 
alleprically nor figuratively; that i s  he means that tlie world 
with all creatures was created in six days as he himself express- 
es it. If we cannot attain unto a coinpreliension of the reason 
why it was so, let us still remain scholars and leave all the 
preceptorship to the Holy Spirit! 

These days were distinguished thus. On the first day the 
unformed mass of heaven and earth was created to which light 
was then added. On the second day the firmament. On the 
third day the earth was produced out of the waters and its 
fruits created. On the fourth day the heavens were adorned by 
the creation of the sun, moon and stars. On the fifth day the 
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firlies of the sea and the fowls of the air. On the sixth day 
the beasts of the earth were created, and Man was made. I 
say nothing of the other views which divide these sacred mat- 
tcrs into the work of creation, of distinction, and of ornation, 
because I do not think such divisions of the subject can be 
made to harmonize in all respects with each other. If any one 
admire such views let him consult Lyra. 

As to Lyra thinking that a knowledge of the opinion of 
philosophers concerning matter is necessary, and that on such 
knowledge must depend a man's understanding the six days' 
work of creation, I question whether Lyra himself really un- 
derstood what Aristotle calls matter. For Aristotle does not. 
like Ovid, call the original unformed chaotic mass matter. 
Wherefore omitting these unnecessary subjects altogether, let 
us come at once to Moses as a far better teacher, whom we 
ma? more safely follow than we may philosophers, who dispute 
without the Word about things they do not understand. 

11. GOD'S WORK ON THE SIX DAYS I N  PAR- 

TICULAR. 

PART I. GOD'S WORK O N  T H E  FIRST DAY. 

V. I .  In the b e g k i n g  God created the heavens and the earth. 
A necessary and a very difficult question arises here, in 

that Moses speaks of the creation of the heavens and the earth, 
and yet does not mention the day on which nor the Word by 
which they were created. For one naturally inquires why 
Moses did not rather use the same form of words here. as he 
did subsequently, where mention is made of the Word thus: 
'In the bef i~~ning,  God said, Let there be the heavens and the 
earth?" For Moses mentions "the heavens and the earth" 
before God had spoken anything, whereas both the Decalogue 
and the whole Scripture testify that God made the heavens 
and the earth, and all that in them is, "in six days!' But as I 
said before, we enter on this path without a guide. W e  leave 
therefore to others to follow their own judgment here, while 
we will expound it according to our views. 
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Not those elements which now are, but the original rude and 
unformed substances Moses calls "the heavens m d  earth." 
The water was dark, and because it was by nature the lighter 
element i t  surrounded the earth, itself also as yet unformed 
was a kind of mud. God formed tbis first material, i f  I may 
so call it, of his future work, not before or apart from the six 
days, but, according to the express words of the Decalogue, in 
the "beginning" of the first day. 

As I view the matter therefore Moses docs not mention here 
the first day, because these confnseil snbstancrs of the liilherto 
rude heavens and earth were afterwards formed, and as it 
were fully adorned and distinguished. For what he immed- 
iately calls the "deep" and the "waters;"' that is, tlie rude and 
unformed water which was not yet distributed nor adorned 
with its proper form, he here calls "the heavens ;" whcreas, had 
Moses spokcn oilicrwise and had said, "In the beginning God 
said, Let there be the heavens and the earth;" there would 
have been no need of afterwards sayin:, "God said;" seeing 
that these unformed waters would have been already illuminat- 
ed and the light would have been already created. 

The meaning of Moses therefore in all simplicity is that all 
things which now exist were created by God and that "in the 
beginning" of the first day were created the mass of niud or 
of earth, and of dark mist or of water; on which afterwards, 
in the after part of the first day, God shed the light and caused 
the day to appear, which might discover this rude mass of 
"the heavens and the earth ;" which was in all respects like un- 
developed seed, and yet adapted to produce whatever God 
should require. 

V. 2-a. And the eorlh was waste and void. 
In the Hebrew words TOHU and noun there is 110 more 

meaning than can be expressed in any other language, yet these 
terms are frequently used in the sacred Scriptures. TOIIU 

nieans "nothing," so that a TOIIU earth means, in its simple 
reality, that which is in itself "empty" or  "waste;" where there 
is no way, no distinction of places, *lo hill, no vale, no grass, no 
herbs, no animals, no men. And such was the first appearance 
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of tlie wastc and untilled earth, for while the water was mixed 
with the earth no distinctions of those various objects could be 
discerned, which are clearly seen since the earth's formation and 
cultivation. 

Tlms Isaiah, 34: 11, when threatening destruction t o  the 
whole earth says "There shall be stretched upon it the line of 
wm', confusion; and the plummet of BOHU, en~ptiness;" that 
is, it shall lie made so desolate that neither men nor beasts shall 
lie left upon it;  all houses shall be devastated and all things 
hurled into chaos and confusion. Just as Jerusalem was after- 
wards laid wastc by the Romans and Rome by the Goths, so 
that no vestige of the ancient city as it once was could be 
pointed out. You now behold the earth standing out of the 
waters, the heavens adorned with stars, the fields with trees, 
and cities with houses: hut sliouM all these things be taken 
away and hurled into confusion and into one chaotic heap, the 
state of things thus produced would be what Moses calls TOIIU 

and ISOITU. 

As the earth was surrounded with darkness or with waters 
over which darkness brooded, so also the heaven was unformed. 
It was not only TOUU because it was destitute of the garnish- 
in: o f  the stars, and 1io111; because it was not yet separated and 
(listi~~guislied from thc earth, but because it was as yet alto- 
gether destitute of light and a dark and deci) abyss which 
like a dense cloud enveloped the earth, or thzt mass of nind; 
for the division of the waters from the ~.xi'itcrs follows later. 

Here then we have the first tliing which Moses teaches: that 
the heavens and the earth were creatccl 011 the first clay; but, 
that the heaven was as yet unformed, not separated from the 
watcrs, destitute of its luiiiinaries, mid not. elevated to its posi- 
tion; and the earth in I i l :~  manner was as yet without its ani- 
inal?., its rivers and its nioii~~iains. 

As to Lyra's argiunenL thaL this original matter was mere 
power and was aftcnvard rendered sulistance by its own power, 
or as to what Augustine says in his Look of "Confessions," that 
matter is as it were nothing, and that no medium matter can be 
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thought of between the Creator and the thing created; such 
subtle disquisitions I by no m a n s  approve. For bow could 
that be a mere nothing which was already of sncli material and 
substance that Moses calls it "tlic heavens and the earth"? 
Unless indeed you would call it artificially the same kind of 
matter which you call wood, which is not yet wrou~l i t  into a 
chest or a bench. I.!ut this latter substance is what trne pliil- 
osophers would call matter in a secondary state. 

W e  should rather consider the whole subject, nn Peter con- 
siders it, 2 Pct. 3: 5, where speaking of the wickcil, lie says 
"For this they wilfully forget, tliat there were heavens from 
of old. and an earth compacted out of water and amidst water, 
by the word of God; by which means the world that then was, 
being overflowed with waiter, perished." For Peter seems to 
intimate that the earth consists of water, and was made out of 
water, and that after it was prodi-iced out of water and placed 
as it were in the light, it swam as it now seL-nis to do in the 
water. This, says lie, the wicked knew, anrl therefore being 
confident of this condition of things, t11c)- feared no peril from 
water, which they knew to be the fundamental substance of 
the earth. Yet the water destroyed that earth which it pre- 
served, liuoycd up and bore; just as at the last it shall be de- 
stroyecl by fire. From this intimation of Peter, it would appear, 
that the earth was made to stand in tile water, anil nut of the 
water. But let this suffice concerning the original matter or 
material. I f  any one should (1i:enss the subject with greater 
subtlety of argument, I do not think he would do so, with any 
profit. 
V. 2b. And darkness was i i l io~? the fm\- of ll:e deep. 
The "water," the "dccp," and the "heavens,"are here put 

for the same thing; namely, for that dark unformed substance 
which afterwards was divided hj- the \Vord. For it was the 
office of the seconJ Person of the Trinity, namely Christ, the 
Son of God, to divide and adorn that chaotic mass produced 
from noth i~~g.  And tin's may have been the very design of Mos- 
es in not mentioning the Word in the first place; that is, in not 
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saying at first, "And God said." For some maintain that this 
was done by Moses purposely. 

V. 2c. And tlic Spirit of God moved npon the face of the 
T H I ~ C ~ S .  

Some consider "the Spirit of God" here to mean merely the 
wind. Gut if anything material is hcrc to be understood by 
"Spirit," I slioiiltl rather refer it to the first mavin"; of the orig- 
inal nnformcil mass 01 heaven and carth, wliich is called "the 
deep," winch is a1;vays in motion to this day; for water is never 
still, its surface is ahvays in motion. But I prefcr here to un- 
derstand tlie Holy Spirit. For the wind is a creature which did 
not exist, while as yet the heavens and the earth lay in that 
confused chaotic mass. 

There is moreover an universal agreement of the Christian 
Cliiirch concerning a revelation of the mystery of theHoly Trin- 
ity in this first creative work. The Father through the Son, 
whom Moses hcrc calls the Word, creates "the heavens and the 
earth" out of nothing. Over these the Holy Spirit broods. And 
as a hen sits upon her eggs that she may hatch her young, thus 
warming her eggs and as it were infusing into them animation, 
so the Scriptures say the Holy Gliozt brooded as it were on the 
waters; that He  11ii~1it infuse life into these elementary suh- 
stances which were afterwards to be animated and garnished. 
For the office of the IIoly Spirit is to give life. 

These explanations, as far as I see, are sufficient for our 
present purpose. Wherefore casting away all other diverse opin- 
ions, let us set down this as the truth, that God created "the 
heavens and the earth," as yet a rade mass, out of nothing; so 
that the earth, as an unformed chaotic mass, enveloped the 
heaven as yet also an unformed mass, like a dark, circnmfluent, 
nebulous cloud. 

It is necessary however that we discuss the terms here used. 
At the very beginning of this discussion we arc met by the ex- 
pression "In the hcgin~~iug." Some have expounded the words 
' I n  the hegiiining" as meanin"; "In tlie Son," from John I : r ; 
seeing that Christ also gives to the Jews when they inquired 
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', who He was?'' this answer, "The begiimiii,y, who also spcr.?: 
unto you," John 825. This same exposition is given also 
from Ps. I I O : ~ ,  "With thee is the Beginning, in :lie day of thy 
power;" which passage nearly all comnientators cxpound as 
meaning, "With thee is thy Sonm'divine power." 1:iii it is well 
known to those acquainted with the Grcek language thai the ex- 
pression tan Archaii. should he rendered by an adverbial pliras- 
cology "at first" or "in the beginning,'* etc. I t  is a figure o i  
speech which we frequently meet in Grcek. Wherefore let 
those who will, amuse thenlselves by thus interpreting the 
expression "In the beginning." I prefer the simplest explana- 
tion which can be at once understood by tlie less learned. 

My belief is therefore that the dcsign of Moses was to signify 
the begiiming of time; so that "In the beginning" has the same 
meaning as if he had said, "At that time before which there was 
no time." O r  he means that when the world began it so began 
that the heavens and the earth were created by God out of 
notliiiig; but created in a rude shapeless mass, not formed and 
beautified as they now are. Though they lay not long thus, 
but began immediately 011 the first day to be garnished with the 
light. 

The Arians imagined that' angels and the Son of God were 
made before "the beginning." But let us pass hy this blasphemy. 
We will omit also another question, "What was God doing be- 
fore the beginning of the world;" was he in a state of entire 
inaction or not? To this question Augustine introduced in his 
Confession the reply, "He was making a hell for all searchers 
into his secrets." This reply says Aiigustinc was made to rid- 
icule the violent and audacious blasphemy of the question. 

The modesty therefore of Augustine pleases one, who else- 
where candidly says that in all such cases he draws in the sails 
of his thoughts. For if we speculate and dispute to infinity, 
these things still remain incomprehensible. Even those things 
which we see we can understand but little. How n~uch less then 
shall we grasp in our knowledge such things as these. For what 
will you determine concerning things that were liefore and be- 
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yond time? Or  what can be your thoughts of things God did 
before time was? Wherefore let us away with all such thoughts 
and believe that God before the creation of the world was in- 
comprehensible in his essential rest, but that now since the 
creation he is within and without and above all creatures; that 
is, he is still incomprehensible. This is all that can be said, be- 
cause that which was outside of time our intellect can not com- 
prehend. 

Wherefore God does not manifest himself in anything but 
in his works and in his Word; because these can in some meas- 
ure he comprehended, all other things which properly belong to 
his divinity, cannot be comprehended or understood, as they 
really are; such as those things which were beyond time and 
before the world's creation, etc. Perhaps God appeared to 
Adam unveiled; but after his sin he may have shown himself to 
him in "a noise," Gen. 3 %  under which he was covered as 
with a veil. So also later in the tabernacle God was veiled by 
the sanctuary; and in the desert by the pillar of a cloud and 
by the pillar of fire. Â¥\\'1icrcâ‚¬ Moses also calls these things 
appearances'' or "shadowings" of God, by which he then mani- 
fested himself. And Cain calls that the "face" and the "pres- 
ence" of God where lie had hpfnre offered his sacrifices, Gen. 
4x4. For our nature is so deformed by sin, yea corrupted and 
lost, that it cannot understand God naked and unveiled nor 
comprehend what he really is. Therefore it is that these WV- 

ering veils are absolutely necessary. 
I t  is moreover insanity to dispute much concerning God as to 

what he was beyond and before time, for that is to desire to 
comprehend naked divinity or the naked divine essence. And 
it is for this very reason that God has wrapt himself in the 
veils of his works and under certain visible appearances, just 
as at this day he veils hin~self under baptism, absolution, etc. 
If you depart from these veiling signs, you at once run away 
beyond measure, beyond place and beyond time into the most 
absolute nothing; concerning which, as philosophers say, there 
can be no knowledge. Therefore it is that we with solemn pro- 
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simple meaning of the expression, "In the beginning." 

11. But it is more worthy of observation that Moses does not 
say "In the beginning, ADONI, the Lord created the heavens and 
the earth;" but he uses a noun of the plural number ELOEIM; 

by which name, in the Books of Moses, and in other parts of 
the Scriptures both angels and magistrates are sometimes called. 
As in Ps. 82: 6. "I have said ye are gods." I t  is certain how- 
ever that here it signifies the one true God, by whom all things 
were made. Why therefore does Moses here use a plural noun 
or name ? 

The Jews cavil a t  Moses in various ways. T o  us however 
it is clear that the intent of Moses is to set forth directly the 
Trinity; or the plurality of persons in the one divine nature. 
For as he is speaking of the work of the creation it manifestly 
follows that he excludes angels, who are creatures, from the 
creative work. There remains therefore this sacred conclu- 
sion of the whole matter; that God is One, and that this most 
perfect Unity is also a most perfect Trinitv. For how other- 
wise does Moses use the plural number,'"~n the beginning 
ELOHIM created." 

The cold and wicked cavilling of the Jews therefore is to 
be altogether exploded. when they say that Moses used the 
plural number for the sake of reverence. For what place is 
there here for the exercise of reverence? Especially since 
that which is an idiom among us Germans is not common to 
all languages; namely, that it should he considered a point 
of reverence to use the plural number when speaking of one 
person. 

Although the Jews make so much noise about this term 
ELOHIU being applied to angels and to men, be it remembered 
that it is in the plural number in this place where it cannot 
possibly be applied to any but the one true God, because 
Moses is treating of the Creation. There were moreover 
many other singular nouns which Moses might have used 
had he not purposely intended to show to the spiritually 
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minded, that in the divine nature there is before and in- 
dependently of all creation and all creatures, a plurality of 
persons. He does not indeed say in plain terms, there is 
the Father, there is the Son, and there is the Holy Ghost; 
and they are the one true God; because that was reserved for 
the doctrine of the Gospel. It was enough for him by the use 
of a plural noun though afterwards applied to men also, to 
set forth this plurality of the divine persons. 

Nor ought it to offend us that this same term is afterwards 
applied to creatures. For why should not God communicate 
his name unto us, secingthat be con~municates to us his 
power, and his office? For us to remit sins, to retain sins, to 
quicken to spiritual life, etc., are the works of the divine 
Majesty alone; and yet these same works are a sign to men 
and they are wrought by the Word which men teach. Thus 
Paul said, "That I may save some of then1 tliat are my flesh," 
Rom. 11  :I.+ And again, "I am become all things to all men, 
that I may by all means save some," I Cor. 9:22. As there- 
fore these works are truly the works of God, although they are 
assigned also unto men and are wrought by means of men ; 
so the name of God truly represents God though it is applied 
also to men. 

Arius could not deny that Christ existed before the world 
was created, because Christ himself says, "Before Abraham 
was, I am," Jolm 8:58. It is written in the Proverbs, 8 :22, 

also, "Before the heavens were, I am!' Arius is obliged 
therefore to confess that Christ or the Word was created 
before all things, and that he afterwards created all things, 
and that he was the most perfect of all creatures though 
he did not exist from everlasting. But to this fanatical 
and impious opinion we ought to oppose that which Moses 
so briefly expresses by the term "In the beginning!' Nor 
does Moses place anything before "the beginning" but God 

,a  noun. himself: and him he here represents by a plu- 1 
Into these absurd opinions do minds fall when they spec- 

ulate on such mighty things without the Word. We know 
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not ourselves; as Lucretius says, "Man knows not the na- 
ture of his own soul." W e  feel that we can judge, enuin- 
erate, distinguish quantities, and, if I may so call them, 
spiritual creatures, such as truth and falsehood, and yet 
we cannot to this day define what the soul is. How much 
less then shall we be able to understand the divine nature! 
W e  know not for instance what is the motion of our will; 
for it is not a motion of quality or of quantity: and yet it 
is some motion. What then can we know of things divine? 

It is fanatical therefore to dispute concerning God and the 
divine nature without the Word and without some veiling 
representation. Yet thus do all heretics; and they think and 
dispute respecting God with the same security as they ~o i : !> l  
respecting a hog or a cow. Therefore they receive a reward 
worthy their temerity; for by these means they are dashed on 
the rocks of every peril. Hence he who would contemplate 
such mighty things in safety and without danger must con- 
fine himself with all simplicity within those representations, 
signs and veils of the divine Majesty, his word and his 
works. For it is in his word and his works that he reveals 
himself unto us; and such as attain unto the knowledge of these 
are like the woman laboring under the issue of blood, healed 
by touching these hems of his garment. 

Those on the other hand who strive to reach God without 
these veils and coverings, attempt to scale heaven without a 
ladder, that is, without the Word; and in so doinq arc over- 
whelmed by the majesty of God, which they vainly endeavor 
to comprehend, and they fall and perish. And so it befell 
Arius. He conceived the imagination that there was some 
medium between the Creator and the creature; and that by 
that medium all things were created. Into this error he 
necessarily fell the moment he denied contrary to the Scrip- 
tures a plurality of persons in the divine nature. But as he 
discussed these things without the Word of God and depend- 
ed solely on his own cogitations, he could not but be thus 
dashed to pieces. 
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Thus the monk of the Papists, because he follows not the 
Word, imagines such a God to be sitting in heaven as will 
save any one who is covered with a cowl and observes a 
certain strict rule of life. Such a one also attempts to as- 
cend into heaven by his own cogitations without God as 
revealed in his Word, or without the revealed face of God 
for his guide. Thus also the Jews had their idols and their 
[roves. The fall and the destruction of all are alike. They 
are precipitated and dashed to pieces; because every one 
leaving the Word follows his own imaginations. 

If therefore we would walk safely we must embrace those 
things which the Word teaches, and which God himself bas 
willed us to know; and all other things which are not re- 
vealed in the Word we must leave. For what are those 
things to me, which God did before the world was made, 
or how can I comprehend them? This is indulging thoughts 
upon the naked Divinity. And these are the thoughts by 
which the Jews suffer themselves to be led away from this 
text; and which thus prevent them from believing in a 
plurality of persons in the deity; whereas it is evident that 
Moses employs a plural noun. 

The papal decree condemned the Anthropomorphists 
(iiianlikencrs), because they spoke of God as they would of 
a man, and attributed to him eyes, ears, arms, etc. An un- 
just condemnation truly 1 For how otherwise can man talk 
with man concerning God? If to think thus of God be 
heresy; then for a certainty is the salvation of all children, 
who can only think and speak thus as children concerning 
God, a t  an end for ever. Gut to say nothing about children, 
give me the most learned doctor in all the world; how other- 
wise will even he speak and teach concerning God? 

An injury therefore was thereby done to good men; who, 
though they believed God to be omnipotent and the only 
Saviour, yet were condemned merely because they said God 
has eyes by which lie looks upon the poor and needy, and 
cars by which he listens to their prayers. For how other- 
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wise can this our nature undersianu the spiritual reality of 
God. Moreover the Scriptures use this form of speech. 
Wherefore such were undeservcdly condemned. They 
should rather have been lauded for the simplicity which they 
studied; which is so requisite in all teaching. It is absolutely 
necessary that when God reveals himself unto us, he should 
do so under some veil of representation, some shadowing 
manifestation, and should say, "Behold under this veil than 
shalt surely discover me." And when we embrace God under 
this veil or shadow, when we thus adore him, call upon him, 
and offer to him our sacrifices, we are said rightly to offer 
our sacrifices unto God ! 

I t  was thus doubtless that our first parents worshipped 
God. In the morning when the sun rose they adored the 
Creator in the creature; or to speak more plainly they were 
by the creature reminded of the Creator. Their posterity 
retained the custom, but without the knowledge; and hence 
the custom lapsed into idolatry. The cause of this idolatry 
was not the sun; for he is a good creature of God; but the 
knowledge and the doctrine became by degrees extinct; for 
Satan cannot endure true doctrine. Thus when Satan had 
drawn Eve from the Word, she fell immediately into sin. 

T o  return then to the Anthropomorphists. I consider that 
they were condemned unjustly and without cause. For the 
prophets represent God as sitting on a throne. When foolish 
persons hear this their thoughts are immediately picturing a 
golden throne, marvellously decorated, etc., though they 
must all the while know that there can be no such material 
throne in heaven. Hence Isaiah says "that he saw God sit- 
ting on a throne; and his train filled the temple," Is. 6:r. 
Whereas God cannot absolutely or by real vision appear to 
be thus represented or seen. But such figures and repre- 
sentations are well-pleasing to the Holy Spirit; and such 
works of God are set before us by the means of which we 
may apprehend God by our understanding. Such also are 
those figures when it is said that "He made the heavens and 
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the earth"; that he sent his Son; that he speaks by his 
Son; that he baptizes; that he remits sins by the Word. 
He that does not understand these things will never under- 
stand God. But I say no more here; since these things have 
been frequently and abundantly discussed by me elsewhere; 
yet it was necessary to touch upon them on the present oc- 
casion for Moses* sake, whom the Jews here so severely at- 
tack, in the exposition of which we are proving the plurality 
of the divine persons in the deity. Now let us proceed with 
the text. 

111. V. 3. And God said, Let there be light: and there 
w a s  light. 

Moses lias already said that the rude mass of heaven and 
earth which he also calls "darkness" and "the deep," was 
made by the Word; and that work ought to be considered the 
work of the "first day." Yet, it is now for the first time that 
Moses uses the expression "God said, Let there be light," 
etc. A marvelous phraseology this indeed; unknown to any 
writer of any other language under heaven, that God by 
speaking causes that to exist, which had no existence be- 
fore. Here therefore Moses sets before us the medium and 
instrument which God used in performing his works, narne- 
ly the Word. 

But we must here carefully mark the distinction in the 
Hebrew language between the words AMAR and BABAR. We 
render each by the terms to say or to speak. But, in the 
Hebrew there is this defference: AMAR only and properly 
signifies the word uttered. But DABAR means also the thing 
or substance uttered. As when the prophets say "This is 
the Word of the Lord." they use the temi DABAR not AM-. 

Even a t  this day the new Arians blind the eyes of those un- 
acquainted with the Hebrew language by saying that the 
term in question implies, and is, "a thing created;" and that 
in this way it is that Christ is called the Word Against this 
impious, and at the same time ignorant, corruption of the 
term Word, the reader is duly warned, and exhorted to re- 
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nember that Moses here uses the word AMAR which simply 
ind properly signifies the word uttered; so that the word 
ittered is something distinct from him who utters i t ;  as 
here is also a distinction between the person speaking and 
he thing spoken. 

Therefore we have before proved from this text a plurality 
i f  persons; so here is also an evident distinction of persons; 
o r  it affirms that it is God the speaker, if I may so express 
myself, who creates; and yet he uses no material; but cre- 
ttes the heavens and the earth out of nothing by the sole 
word he utters. 

Compare here the Gospel of St. John "In the beginning 
was the Word." He exactly agrees with Moses. He says 
that there was no creature whatever before the world was 
made. Yet God possessed the Word. And what is this Word 
and what does it do? Hear Moses. The light, says he, as 
yet was not; but the darkness out of its nothing-state is 
changed into that most excellent creature, light. By what? 
By the Word. Therefore, "in the beginning" and before 
every creature is the Word; and it is so powerful that out 
of nothing it makes all things. Hence that irrefragably fo!- 
lows, which John eloquently adds, that the Word was and is 
God! And yet, that the Word is a person different from God 
the Father; even as the Word, and he who utters the Word, 
are things absolutely distinct from each other. But at the 
same time this distinction is of the nature that the most per- 
feet oneness, if I may so speak, of unity remains. 

These arc lofty mysteries, nor is it safe to go further into 
them than the Holy Spirit is pleased to lead us. Wherefore 
here let us stop; content with the knowledge that when the 
unformed heaven and unformed earth, each enveloped in mist 
and darkness, had stood forth created out of nothing by the 
Word, the light also shone forth out of nothing; and even out 
of darkness itself by the Word. The first work of the Creator 
Paul speaks of as a marvellous work; "God that commanded 
the light to shine out of darkness," etc. The command of 
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God, says he, made that light. This therefore is enough for 
us and sufficient to confirm our faith, that Christ is truly 
God, who existed with the Father from all eternity before 
the world was made; and that by him, who is the wisdom 
and word of the Father, the Father made all things. It is 
remarkable also that Paul in his passage makes the conver- 
sion of the wicked the work of a new creation, and a work 
wrought also by the Word. 

But here reason impiously busies itself with foolish ques- 
tions. I t  argues, if the Word ever existed, why did not God 
create the heavens and the earth before by that Word? And 
again. Since the heavens and the earth were first made, when 
God began to speak, it seems to follow that the Word then 
first had existence, when the creatures began to exist, etc. 
JSut these impious cogitations are to be cast from us for 
concerning these things we can determine nothing nor think 
aright. For beyond that "beginning" of the creation is noth- 
ing but naked and divine essence; naked deity I And since 
God is incomprehensible that also is incomprehensible which 
was before the world; because it is nothing less than naked 
God I 

W e  believe it right therefore t o  speak only of "the begin- 
n i n g  because we cannot advance beyond the beginning. 
Gut since John and Moses affirm that the Word was "in the 
beginning," and before every creature, it of necessity follows 
that the Word was ever in the Creator and in the naked es- 
sence of God. Therefore he is the true God ; yet so, that the 
Father begets and the Son is begotten. For Moses estab- 
lishes this difference when he names God, who spoke and 
the word which was spoken. And this was enough for 
Moses to do; for the clearer explanation of this mystery 
properly belongs to the New Testament and to the Son, who 
is in the bosom of the Father. In the New Testament there- 
fore we hear the literal names of the sacred persons, the 
Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost. These indeed are indi- 
cated in certain psalms, and in the prophets but not so dis- 
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tinctly expressed. 
Augustine explains the word somewhat otherwise. For 

he interprets the expression "said" in this manner. "Said;" 
that is, it was so defined from all eternity by the word of the 
Father; it was so appointed of God. Recause tlie Son is the 
mind, the image and tlie wisdom of God. But the true and 
simple meaning is to be retained. "God said ;" that is, God 
by the Word made and created all things. "This meaning the 
apostle also confirms when he says. "By whom also he made 
the worlds," Heb. I :2. And again, "All things were made by 
Hi and for Him," Col. I :16. And within these limits ought 
to he confined every thought of the creation; our duty is to 
proceed no further; if we do, we fall headlong into certain 
darkness and destruction. 

Let these facts therefore be sufficient for us in any ques- 
tion concerning the world and its creation. With respect 
to the material of the world that it was made out of nothing; 
a s  the light was made out of that which^was not light, so the 
whole heavens and the whole earth were made out of noth- 
ing; as the Apostle says, "He calleth those things that are 
not, as though they were," Rom. 4x7. 

With respect to the instrument or medium which God 
used. it was his omnipotent word which was with God from 
the beginning, and a s  Paul speaks, "before the foundation of 
the world," Eph. I a. Therefore when Paul says in Col. I :16, 

"All things were made by him," for he uses the preposition, 
after the Hebrew manner, for per; the Hebrews thus use 
their letter BETH; this and all similar passages are taken 
from this verse of Moses, who is here speaking of the Word 
uttered, by which anything is commanded or demanded. 

This Word was God, and was an omnipotent Word, spoken 
in the divine essence. No one hcard this Word uttered hut 
God himself; that is. God the Father, God the Son and God 
the Holy Ghost. While it was uttered the light was gen- 
erated; not out of the material of the Word nor out of the 
material of the speaker, but out of darkness itself. The 
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Father spoke within, the work was immediately wrought 
without, and the light existed. In the same manner also 
were all things afterwards created. These facts, I say, con- 
cerning the manner of the creation are amply sufficient for 
11s. 

IV. But here again a well known question is perpetually 
?.gitated, namely, of what kind was that light by which the 
original unformed mass of heaven and earth was illumined, see-! 
ing that neither the sun, nor the stars, were then created; and 
e t  the text shows that this light was real and material. This 
fact has given occasion to some to have recourse to an allegory, 
who would explain the matter thus: "Let there he light; that is, 
the angelic nature. And again, "God divided the light from the 
darkness ;" that is, he separated the holy angels from the wicked 
angels. Bat this is to trifle with allegories, utterly out of place 
and not to  interpret Scripture. Moses is here historically re- 
cording facts. He is moreover writing and penning a record 
for unlettered men; that they may have the plainest possible 
testimonies concerning the great creation. Such absurdities 
therefore are not here to he tolerated. 

A second question is here also agitated, namely, whether this 
light moved itself with a circular motion. I confess that I for 
my part know not the truth of the matter. But if any one desires 
to know what I consider the nearest to the troth my opinion is, 
that this light was movable, so that its motion from east to 
west, or from its rising to its setting formed the natural day. 
Although it is difficult to describe the kind of light it was, 
yet I am by no means inclined to think that we should depart, 
without cause, from the plain grammar of the subject; or that 
we should use any violence by wresting from their common 
nleaning the plainest terms. For Moses distinctly affirms that 
"there was light;" and he reckons this as the "first day" of 
the creation. 

My opinion is therefore that this was true and real light; 
and that it revolved with a circular motion as the light of the 
sun revolves. T believe however that this light was not so 

clear and splendent as it afterwards was, when z~iginentcd, 
ornamented and beautified by the light of the sun. Even as 
the sacred Scriptures testify that in the last day God will make 
the present light of the sun, now unclean, in comparison with 
its future brightness, far more splendid and glorious; as 
therefore the present light is as it were a thick and imperfect 
mass of light, when compared with that light which shall be, 
so that original light was imperfect when compared with the 
light that now shines. Such are my sentiments concerning 
these two questions. Moses then proceeds to say: 

V. 5. And there was evening and there was morning one day. 
We must here first observe that the Jews begin their day 

differently from us. With them the day commences from the 
evening and the setting sun and terminates on the evening fol- 
lowing. We begin our day with the rising sun. And it is very 
remarkable that the Jews derive their term evening, which they 
call AEKEF, from ARAF which signifies "to mingle or con- 
found." In  the same manner from the term AREF they form 
their expression AROF, which our countryman renders by 
Cynoniia, "dogfly," which may signify "a confused fly." Be- 
cause in the evening, the appearances of things are confused 
and indistinct, and when the light is removed cannot be clearly 
discerned. 

V. Moses has taught us concerning the first day. We shall 
see however that Moses retains this same expression "God 
said" in the creation of all the other creatures. "And God said 
let there be a firmament," etc. The very repetition of this same 
expression ought to be most delightful to us, because as I said, 
it brings to us a mighty testimony for the confirn1ation of our 
faith; that the Son, in these eternal things, i s  very God; and that 
in the unity of the divinity there is a plurality of Persons; be- 
cause the speaker is one Person and the Word spoken another 
Person. 

In this manner also the Psalmist speaks, "By the Word of 
Jehovah were the heavens made," etc., Ps. 33 :6. Anrl Solomon 
implies the force of this wonderful phrase of ?.~Toscs, when he 
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writes that the divine wisdom was as it were the handmaid 
of the Creation. "I was set up from everlasting, from the 
beginning', before the earth was, etc.; when he established the 
heavens, I was there; when he set a circle upon the face of the 
deep," Prov. 8:23, 27. Here Solomon shows that he fully 
understood this doctrine of our religion, so plainly set forth by 
Moses; and that he understood it in a manner beyond the 
knowledge of the ignorant multitude, who heard these things, 
and read them, hut understood them not. For had not Solo- 
mon fully understood this mystery, he could not have spoken 
thus. But he ilrew all these things from this verse of Moses, 
as from a deep and holy fountain. Another proof of this his 
divine knowledge is Prov. 30:3, "What is his name, and what 
is his Son's name, if thou knowest ?" 

I believe also that there were similar writings of other holy 
men, such as of Enoch, Elijah, etc., in which there existed 
many testimonies of the same kind. But as even at the present 
day, these things though plainly revealed in the New Testa- 
ment remain hidden, and are by many not only not received, 
but fiercely opposed, so to a much greater extent did it happen 
among the Jewish people, while the holy fathers set these 
mysteries before the wise in divine things, with the greatest 
skill and wisdom. 

To us it is great consolation to know that these divine mys- 
teries were thus shadowed forth by Moses from the beginning 
of the world ; that in these divine beings there is a plurality of 
persons and yet a unity of the divine essence. And if there 
are some who do not believe, but fiercely oppose this doctrine, 
what is that to us? Abraham saw three, and adored one! 
And the Holy Spirit says, Gen. 1g:z4, "Then Jehovah rained 
fire from Jehovah out of heaven." Although fanatics under- 
stand not nor regard these words, yet we know that they are 
the words not of a drunken man, but of God. 

Many such testimonies as these exist throughout the Old 
Testament, which that excellent man, Hilary, has diligently .. . 
collected. If these testimonies are obscure, and'to the wicked 
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and unbelieving seem to be unfounded, yet to tlie godly all 
things which are revealed and handed clown to us in the Holy 
Scriptures are firmly founded and sufficiently clear. They 
know that the Person speaking is one Person and that the 
Word spoken is another Person ; not in nature but in Person ; 
and is that Word by which all things were made "in the be- 
ginning;" and by which they are all upheld to this day; as 
Paul says in his Epistle to the Hebrews, "Upholding all things 
by the Word of his power," HA. I :3. 

But here we are to be admonished that the words, "Let there 
be light," are the words of God and not of Moses: that is, 
that they are realities, facts, works1 For God "calleth those 
things that be not as though they were;" and God speaks not 
grau~matical words but very and substantial things. So that 
what with us is soundiu~g voice, is with God a substantial 
thing, a reality! Thus, the sun, the moon, the heaven, the 
earth, Peter, Paul, you, and I, are all and each, words of God! 
Yea, we are single syllables or single letters as it were of and 
in comparison to the whole creation. 

We also speak, but we can only speak grammatically, or in 
letters. That is we give names to created things, etc. But 
divine grammar is quite another thing! When God says, 
"Shine thou sun," the sun immediately exists and shines forth. 
Thus the words of God are things, not mere words! 

Here therefore there has been rightly made a distinction be- 
tween the word created and the word uncreated. The word 
created is a thing, or fact, or work done, by means of the word 
uncreated. For what is the whole creation but the word of 
God spoken forth or uttered? But the word uncreated is the 
divine mind or tliouglit, the internal command of God, flowii1.q 
from God, and the same as God, and yet it is a distinct Person. 
And thus God reveals himself unto 11s as the speaker, having 
with or in himself, the word increate, by which he created the 
world and all things with the utmost facility of operation, 
namely by merely speaking1 So that there was no more diffi- 
culty with God in creating than with us in speaking". It was 
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in such meditations as these that the pious fathers Augustin* 
and Hilary found their delight. 

PART 11. GOD'S WORK ON THE SECOND DAY. 

I. V .  6. And God said, Let there be a firmament ~II the 
midsl of the waters, and let it divide the waters from the water.':. 

Moses may here seem to have forgotten himself in that !"Â 
treats not at all of two most important themes: the creation and 
thc fall of the angels, but confines his sacred narrative to tha 
creation of corporeal things. Though there is no doubt that 
angels were created, yet not one word is found in all the 
Scriptures concerning their creation, their battle, or their fall; 
except that which Christ briefly utters, John 8:44, in reference 
to the devil, that he "abode not in the truth;" except also that 
woful account of the Serpent, which the sacred historian here- 
after gives 11s in the third chapter of Genesis. It is wonderful 
therefore that Moses is wholly silent on things of such great 
interest. 

Hence it is that men having nothing certain recorded upon 
the subject, naturally fell into various fictions and fabrications, 
that there were nine legions of angels, and that so vast was 
their multitude that they were nine whole days falling from 
heaven. Others have indulged imaginations concerning the 
mighty battle between these superior beings, in what manner 
the good resisted the evil angels. My belief is that these 
ideas of the particulars of this battle were taken from the fight 
which exists in the church, where godly ministers are ever con- 
tending against evil and fanatical teachers, and that on this 
ground they have formed their ideas of the battle of the good 
angels against the evil ones who wished to usurp Deity. But 
so it ever is. Where no plain testimonies exist rash men wn- 
sidcr themselves at liberty to imagine and invent what they 
please. 

In the same manner men form their various opinions con- 
cerning the danger and the fear of angels and of the evils 
they work, all which opinions are founded on Is. 14x2, 13, 
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where Lucifer is represented as having said in his heart, "1 
will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars 
of God." But the prophet is there predicting the greatness 
of the pride of the King of the Babylonians. Bernard again 
has the idea that Lucifer foresaw in God that his purpose was 
to exalt man above the nature of angels, that his proud 
spirit envied man this felicity and that he fell in consequence. 
But let the Christian man take these things at their own value 
and at no more. For myself I would by no means urge any one 
to give his assent to any such opinions. The things that are 
certain are, that the angels fell, and that the devil from hav- 
ing been an angel of light was made an angel of darkness. 
Perhaps there was also a conflict between the good angels and 
the evil. 

As Moses however was writing to a new and uninformed 
people his object was to write those things only which were 
useful and necessary to be known. The nature of angels there- 
fore and other kindred subjects which were not necessary to 
be known he passed by. Wherefore nothing on the whole of 
this obscure subject, beyond what Moses has plainly recorded, 
ought to be expected from me. The more especially so, as 
the New Testament itself treats very sparingly of this deep 
theme. I t  says nothing more concerning the angels than that 
they were condemned and that they are still held as it were 
in prison and in chains until the judgment of the last day. Let 
it suffice us therefore to know that there are good angels and 
bad angels, but that God created them all alike good. Whence 
it follows of necessity, that the evil angels fell and stood not 
in the truth. But how they fell and stood not in the truth is 
unknown. I t  is nevertheless probable that they fell by pride; 
because they despised the Word or Son of God, and wished to 
exalt themselves before him. This is all I have to say. Now 
let us return to Moses. 

11. We have heard that the work of the First Day was the 
rode unformed "heavens and earth," both of which God illu- 
mined with a certain impure and imperfect light. We now 
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come to the work of the second day, where we shall see in what 
manner God produced out of this original rough undigested 
mist or nebulosity, which he called "heavens," that glorious 
and beauteous "heaven" which now is, and as it now is; if you 
except the stars and the greater luminaries. The Hebrews 
very appropriately derive the term SCHAMAIM the name of 
the heavens from the word MAIM, which signifies "waters." 
For the letter SCHIN is often used in composition for a rela- 
tive, so that SCHAMAIM signifies "watery," or "that which has 
a watery nature." This indeed appears so from the color of 
the "heavens." And experience teaches that the air is humid 
by nature. Philosophers also say that if there were no sun 
the air would be a perpetual humidity. But they assert that 
the air is both humid and warm, but that it is humid from its 
own nature, because the heaven was made out of waters, and 
that therefore it is, that it rains and contains a fructifying 
moisture; but because the light and heat of the sun are added 
to it, the humid nature of the air is so tempered that it is also 
warm. 

This thick and rude mass of mist or nebulosity, created out 
of nothing on the first clay, God grasps by his Word and 
commands it to extend itself into the form and with the motion 
of a sphere. For in the Hebrew the word RAICIA signifies "a 
something extended;" from the verb RAKA, which means "to 
unfold or expand." And the heaven was formed by an exten- 
sion of that original rude body of mist, just as the bladder of 
a hog is extended into a circular form when it is inflated. I use 
thus a rustic similitude that the sacred matter may be the more 
plainly understood. 

When therefore Job 37x8 says "that the heavens are 
strengthened with iron," "that the sky is strong as a molten 
mirror," his mind is not dealing with the material but with the 
Word of God, which can make a thing the softest by nature the 
hardest and the firmest. For what is softer than water? What 
is thinner or more subtile than air? Yet these things, which 
were the most subtile and the softest by nature, from being 
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created by the Word preserve their form and motion with the 
greatest perfection and the greatest firmness. Whereas, had 
the heaven been formed of adamant or of any material iu- 
finitely harder still, it would by its rapid, long and continuous 
motion, have soon been broken in pieces or melted. In the 
same manner the sun, by his rapid motion, would melt in one 
day even if formed of the hardest material, were i l  not for the 
Word of God by which it was created. For motion is of itself 
very creative of heat. Hence Aristotle asserts that the lead 
of the arrow is sometimes melted by the velocity of its motion. 

These facts of nature therefore are miracles of God, in which 
the omnipotence of his Word is clearly discerned, exhibiting 
the wonder that the heaven, though softer and more subtile than 
water, and performing continuously the most rapid revolution, 
and that too with so vast a variety of bodies and their motions, 
should have existed and revolved so many thousands of years 
uninjured and unweakened I It was this that caused Job to say, 
" that the heavens were molten, as it were, of brass," Job. 37: 
18; that they are by nature the softest of substances. 1Iw.r 
great the subtility of the air is in which we live, we ourselves 
know perfectly well; for it is not only not tangible, but not dis- 
cernible. And tlie heaven, or ether, is still more subtile and 
thinner than the air or atmosphere. For its blue or sea-color 
or water-color appearance is not a proof of its density, but 
rather of its distance and its thinness; to which its rarified 
state, if you compare the thicker substances of the clouds, the 
latter will appear in comparison, like the smoke of wet wood 
when first ignited. It is to this extreme suhtility, yet unaltered 
durability, that Job alludes as above mentioned. So philoso- 
phers have anlongthem this celebrated maxim, "That which 
is humid is limited by no boundary of its own." 

Wherefore the heaven which cannot consist by any boundary 
of its own, beinz aqueous, consists by the Word of God; as it 
is taught in the present divine record of Moses, "Let there be a 
firmament!" Gen. I :6. Hence philosophers who were more 
diligent in their inquiries formed their concluson, and that by 
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no means a light one for nature to form, that all things were 
ruled and governed, not by chance nor at random, but by a 
divine providence; seeing that the motions of the heavens and 
of the superior bodies are so certain and so peculiar to them- 
selves. Who indeed could possibly say that all these things 
proceeded by chance, or by their own mere undirected nature, 
when even the workmanship of men proceeds not from chance, 
but from skillftil art and certain design, such as pillars formed 
round, triangular, hexagonal, etc.? 

All these things therefore are the works of the divine 
Majesty I By him the sun holds his course so accurately and 
with so fixed a law, that he deviates not a hair's breadth from 
his all-certain path in any one part of heaven. This course he 
holds in the most subtile ether, supported by no substances or 
bodies whatsoever, but is borne along as a leaf in the air. 
Though this comparison is neither strictly correct nor appro- 
priate, because the motion of a leaf is irregular and uncertain; 
but the course of the sun is ever certain, and that too in an 
ether far more subtile than this atmosphere in which we move 
and live. 

This marvelous extension of the original rule and dense 
ncbnlosity or cloud or mist is here called by Moses "a firma- 
ment," in which the sun with all the planets have their motion 
round the earth, in that most subtile material. But who is it 
that gives such firmness to this most volatile and fluctuating 
substance? Most certainly it is not nature that gives it, which 
in far less important things than these can exert no such power. 
It follows therefore that it is the work of him. who "in the 
beginning" said unto the heavens and unto this volatile sub- 
stance, "Let there be a firmament," or "Be thou a firmament,' 
and who establishes and preserves all these things by his omni- 
potent power, put forth through his Word. This Word makes 
the air with all its thinness and lightness to be harder and 
firmer than adamant, and to preserve its own boundary; and 
this Word could on the contrary make adamant to be softer 
than water, in order that from such works as these we might 
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know what kind of a God our God is; namely, the God omni- 
potent, who made out of the rude mass of unformed heavens 
the present all-beauteous, all-glorious heaven; and who did all 
these things according to his will as well as according to his 
power. 

But I have said that with the Hebrews the "firmament" de- 
rives its name from a verb in their language signifying "to 
extend." It is to this signification of the Hebrew verb that 
David beautifully alludes, in his similitude of military hide- 
coverings and tents which he uses in Ps. 104:2, when he says 
of God "Who stretcheth out the heavens like a curtain." For 
as the rolled-up hide-covering of the military tent is unrolled 
and then stretched out as a canopy to the stakes which are 
fixed in the earth, so Thon, 0 God, says David, unrollcdst as 
it were and stretchedst out the first formed, but as yet un- 
formed, rude heaven, into the present glorious "firmamcnt," 
where Thou sittest invisibly as on a sphcre over the whole 
creation, in the midst of all things and yet out of and above all 
things. 

It is a circumstance naturally exciting our particular wonder 
that Moses evidently makes three distinct parts or divisions of 
this portion of the creation. He describes "a firmament in the 
midst of the waters." which "divides the waters from the 
waters." For myself I am inclined to think that the firmament 
here mentioned is the Iligliest body of all ; and that the waters, 
not those "above" the firmament, but those which hang and fly 
about "under" the firmament, are the clouds, which we behold 
with our natural eyes; so that by the waters which arc "divided 
from the waters." we may understand the clouds which are 
divided from our waters which are in the earth. Moses how- 
ever speaks in the plainest possible terms, both of waters 
"above" and of waters "under" the firmament. Wherefore I 
here hold my own mind and judgment in captivity and bow to 
the Word, although I cannot comprehend it. 

But a question here arises, what those waters are and how 
those bodies of water which are "above" the firmament are 
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distinguished from those which are "under" the firmament. 
The division and distinction here made by philosophers is well 
known. They make the elements to be four; and they dis- 
tinguish and place them according to their qualities. They 
assign the lowest place to the earth; a second place to the 
water; a third to the air: and the last and highest place to the 
fire. Othcr philosophers add to these four elements ether as a 
fifth essence. After this division and number of the elements. 
there arc numerated seven spheres or orbs of the planets, and 
an eighth sphere of the fixed stars. And on these subjects it 
is agreed among all philosophers that there are four spheres of 
generating and corruptible principles; and also eight others 
of non-c:cnerating and incorruptible principles. 

And Aristotle disputes concerning the nature of the heaven; 
that it is not composed of the elements, but has its own peculiar 
nature, because if it were composed of the elements it would 
be corruptible, in that these substances would mingle together 
and mutually produce and suffer corruption. Therefore he 
will not attribute to heaven and the heavenly bodies the pri- 
mary qualities, primas qmlitatcs, that is, the attributes of the 
elements, and says that they are simply creatures possessing 
a co-eternal light, and qualities and attributes peculiarly their 
own, and created, with them. 

Now these things, although they are not certain, yet since 
they contain principles of a most beautiful theory, gathered 
from a course of rcasonin~pproacl~ing  the truth, are useful 
for instruction, and it would be barbarous if one should deter- 
mine to neglect or despise them, since in some respects they 
harmonize with experience. For we experience it to be the 
truth that fire by its very nature travels beyond itself, as is 
seen in the phenomena of the lightning and the fiery meteors 
iii the air. By these principles, learned from experience, they 
are led to give fire the- highest place, next to it the air, after it 
water ccu~cs third, and last the earth in the lowest place, since 
in weight it surpasses all the others. 

These t l ~ i n ~ s  have their place and use as rudiments or pri- 
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inary principles, which if any one contend that thcy are not 
universally true, yet they arc true in geenral and serve to the 
end that we may learn and hand down to others the true the- 
ories. For though firc can be struck from flint, yet it cannot 
therefore be denied that in the highest r~~ ^ ions  there is fire. 
Therefore theology gives these theorists this rule, which 11lii1- 
osophy docs not know sufficiently, that although God onlained 
and created all these things by his Word, yet he is not therefore 
bound to these rules so that he can not change them accordiiiy 
to his good pleasure. For we see that neither .grammar nor 
the other sciences are so perfectly set fort11 in rules that there 
are no exceptions; thus the laws of public and secular affairs 
step in and temper all things with reason. How much more 
can this be done in divine things, so that, altiioi1g11 we indeed 
experience that the four elements are ordained and disposed 
by God, yet they can, contrary to this ordcr, also have and 
maintain fire in the middle of the ocean, just as we saw that 
it was hidden in flint. 

Likewise the mathematicians have concluded that there 
were a definite number of spheres, not that it is necessary to be 
so, but because one can not teach anything definitely abonL 
such things unless one disting~~ishcs the spheres thus, on ac- 
count of the variety of their motions, about which one can 
teach nothing without such imagination, if I may so name it. 
For teachers and professors of these sciences or theories say: 
We give examples, not because they arc in every detail cor- 
rect, but in ordcr that no one may teach differently concerning 
those subjects. Therefore it would be the height of folly to 
despise and ridicule such things as some do, beca11se it is not 
so sure that it could not be different, for thcy serve to the end 
that good arts and sciences may be taught, and that is 
sufficient. 

The philosophers in general teach such things, to which the 
more modem theologians agree and add to these eight spheres 
two more,-the crystalline, glacial or aqiieous Iieav~ii. and then 
the en~pyreal or fiery heaven. The Greeks however have dis- 
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cussed these themes much more elegantly and prudently than 
our scholars. For Ambrose and Aiigistinc have had very 
childish thoughts. Therefore I praise Jerome because he sim- 
ply passed over them in silence. 

There are some who hold that the crystalline heaven is 
watery, because they think it is the waters of which Hoses 
here speaks, and there tlie firmament or eighth sphere is added 
so that thcy be not consumed by their rapid and constant mo- 
tion. But these are puerile thoughts, and I will rather confess 
that I do not understand Moses in this passage than that I 
should approve such illiterate thoughts. 

The seventh heaven thcy call empyreal; not because it is 
fiery or burning, but from tlie light which is lucid and splendid. 
This heaven is the home of God and of the blessed, because it 
was filled ilnnlediatety after creation with angels, and Lucifer, 
as they affirm, fell from this heaven. These are about all the 
ideas that theologians have added to the opinions of phil- 
osophers. 

However, our scientists, who have studied astronomy, teach 
that there arc still more spheres; namely, twelve, and three 
motions in the eight spheres; as, the moturn rapturn, moftim 
{iropriiiin, mofum trc{iidalioi&i8, a rcncling motion, a charactcr- 
istic motion, and a trembling motion. For of sucli thing's 
indeed one cannot speak, unless he give each motion its own 
sphere. 

Averrois had other thoughts, more absurd and far more in 
agreeable to reason. For he advocated that each sphere was 
an intellect, or an intelligent nature. The occasion or cause of 
these foolish thoughts was that he saw the infallibly perfect 
and must regular motion of the heavenly bodies. Therefore 
i c  thought these spheres were intclligent substances, each sct- 
ting itself in motion in a sure and continuous manner. But 
from this follows the greatest and worst ignorance of God; 
wherefore we repudiate the thoughts of Averrois. But the 
others, which we have mentioned, we approve in so far as they 
arc useful to be taught. For indeed this knowledge of the 
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motion of the heavenly bodies is most worthy of all praise, 
however little that knowledge may be. 

Moses however proceeds with his narrative of the creation 
in all simplicity and plainness, as they say; making here three 
divisions: waters "above" the firmament, waters "under" the 
firmament, and "the firmament" in the middle. I n  the term 
heaven, Moses comprehends all that body which philosophers 
represent by their eight spheres, by fire and by air. For the 
sacred historian makes no mention of the flowing of the waters 
until the third day. And it is manifest that the air in which we 
live is called in the holy Scriptures the heaven; because the 
Scriptures speak of the "fowls of heaven," Job. 28 :21; Ps. 8%. 
I t  also speaks of the heavens being shut when it does not rain, 
I Kings 8:35. And again it speaks of the heavens giving their 
dew, Zech. 8:12; all these things take place in the air, not in 
the spheres of the moon or  of the other planets. This distinc- 
tion of the spheres therefore is not Mosaic nor scriptural but is 
an invention of men as an aid to instruction on these astronom- 
ical subjects; and which ought not to be despised as such an 
assistance. 

And although they say that the elements are corruptible, yet 
I doubt it, for I see indeed that they remain. And although a 
part at times is changed, yet it follows that the whole will be 
changed; but these changes of the elements are only in part. 
Thus the air remains unchanged in which the birds live and 
fly; also the earth upon which the trees and other things grow, 
though certain parts of the same are changed. 

Now Aristotle makes the cause of all these things the first 
mover, primurn motorem. Averrois however says the cause 
of these motions are "formae assistcntes a foris," that is, intel- 
ligent natures which move from without. Following' Moses 
we say that all these things are brought forth and governed 
simply by the Word of God. H e  spake and it was done. H e  
never commanded that the angels should govern these bodies; 
just as we ourselves are not governed by the angels, although 
we are guarded and kept by the angels. 
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Thus also that the motion of the planets retrogrades is the 
work of God created by his Word, which work belongs to God 
himself, which is greater and higher than can be attributed 
to angels, but God, who thus distinguished these things, gov- 
erns and preserves them. And it is the same God who com- 
mnndcd the sun to start in its course but the firmament to 
stand still, said also to the planets and the stars, thou shalt 
move so and so. The Word does even this ; namely, it makes 
the most uncertain motion the most certain, even though these 
heavenly material bodies move in the fluctuating atmosphere, 
anil not in any place or along any material line. For as a fish 
in the middle of the sea, a bird in the open heavens, so the 
stars n~ovc in their appointed course, but in a motion most se- 
cure and very wonderful indeed. Thus also this is clearly the 
cause why the Elbe river here at Wittenberg and in this dis- 
trict lias its fixed and continuous course and dare not become 
wcary. All such works are the works of the Word, which 
Moses here honors and praises: "He said," etc. 

But we Christians ought to meditate and think on these 
things and their causes differently from philosophers. Although 
tlicre are sonic things which are beyond our comprehension, 
as for instance these waters that are "above" the firmament, 
all sucli tliiiigs arc rather to be believed with a confession of 
our ignorance than profanely denied, or  arrogantly interpreted 
according to our shallow comprehension. I t  behooves us ever 
to adhere to the phraseology of the holy Scriptures, and to 
stand by the very words of the Holy Spirit, whom it pleased in 
this sacred narrative by his servant Hoses, so to arrange the 
different parts of the great work of creation, as to place in the 
midst "the firmament :" formed out of the original mass of the 
unshapcn heaven and earth, and stretched out and expanded by 
the Word; andthen to represent some waters as being "above" 
that firmament and other waters "under" that firmament, both 
waters being also formed out of the same original rude undi- 
gested matter. And the whole of this part of the creation is 
called by the Holy Spirit the heaven; together also with its 

seven spheres and the whole region of the air;  in which are 
meteors and signs of fire and in which the wandering fowls 
make their homes. 

Therefore these common principles we will not oppose nor 
deny, when they say everything by nature sinks under itself, 
and everything light rises above itself, a l thou~h we also see 
that dense heavy vapors arise but by reason of the influence 
and motion of heat. We say also that all these things were 
thus created and maintained by the Word, and they can also 
by virtue of the power in the same Word be changed yet today ; 
as all nature will finally be altogether transformed. Thus also 
it is contrary to the rule given thai waters should be above the 
heaven or firmament, and yet the text affirms it. 

T o  return therefore unto the principal matter before us; 
when any inquiry is instituted as to the nature of these waters, 
it cannot be denied that Moses here affirms that waters are 
"above" the heaven; but of what kind or nature these waters 
are, I freely confess for myself that I know not; for the Scrip- 
tures make no other mention of them than in this verse, and 
in the Song of the three children, in the Apocrypha, Dan. 3 :GI ; 
and I can attempt to declare nothing certain on these and 
similar subjects. Hence I can say nothing whatever as known 
and understood concerning the heaven where the angels are and 
where God dwells with the blessed; nor concerning other kin- 
dred things, which shall be revealed unto us in the last day, 
when we shall have been clothed with another body. 

But I add. for the sake of those who do not understand this, 
that in the Scriptures the word heaven often signifies what we 
call the horizon. Hence the whole firmament is called the 
heaven of heavens, in which are gathered the heaven of all 
human beings; that is, the horizon. In this respect we have a 
different heaven here in Germany than the people in France 
or Italy. But this name helps nothing a t  all in the explanation 
of our text. Therefore the greater number of theologians 
interpret here waters, as also indicated above, the glacial 
heaven, the cold heaven, which is located where it is that it 
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may moisten and refresh the lower sphere in their great and 
swift motion, lest they be consumed by their excessive heat. 
But whether they have thus concluded correctly, I will leave 
unanswered. 

I freely confess that I do not know what kind of waters these 
are. For the old teachers of the church did not specially wor- 
ry about this, as we see Augustine condemned all astrology. 
Although it contains much superstition, yet it should not be 
entirely despised, for it is wholly given up to the observation 
and consideration of divine themes, a zeal and diligence most 
worthy of human beings. Therefore we find that many most 
highly talented and excellent persons have exercised themselves 
in astrology and obtained pleasure from it. 

Sufficient has been said on this subject to show that on the 
second day the heaven was separated and located so that it 
stood in the middle between the waters. 

Il l .  But here another question presents itself. To the 
works of all the other days there is added the divine sentence of 
approbation, "And God saw that it was good." How is it then 
that the same sentence is not added to the second day's work, 
when the greatest and most beautiful part of the whole creation 
was made? To this question it may be replied, that this same 
divine sentence is added at the end of the creation of all things 
on the sixth day and more fully expressed thus, "And God saw 
everything that he had made, and, behold, it was very good." 
And these words apply to the heaven also. 

Lyra is inclined to think with Rabbi Solomon, that as this 
divine expression, "And God saw that it was good," is uttered 
twice during the third day's work, one of the divine sentences 
refers to the second day's work; which was perfected on the 
third day, when the waters which are "under" the heaven were 
more distinctly divided from the waters which were "above" 
the heaven. But it is by far the safest way not to be too curious 
and inquiring on these subjects; because they exceed our 
human capacity. 

Others speculate here and give reasons they understand not, 

that the second number is of an evil omen, because it is the 
first number that departs from the unity of God, but God was 
displeased with this digression and approved of tlic uniLy, and 
therefore he did not add the clause "it was good" on the second 
day. Lyra is however right in calling this a niisleading and 
dangerous explanation. For in this manner all the numbers 
depart from the Unity. 

Therefore it is far the safest not to be too curious and in- 
quiring in these subjects, because they are placed above our 
human capacity. For how can we understand that order 
which God himself establishes and approves. Yes, reason 
must here be put to shame, for what is order in the eyes of 
God we judge to be the confusion of ordcr. Thus the stars 
seem to us to be arranged thoughtlessly in wild disorder in 
that the bright ones are scattered among those more obscure, 
and the lesser among the greater. Who would judge this to 
be order? And yet it is the most perfect harmouy, so consti- 
tuted by the all-wise mind itself. In  like manner we judg:;.' 
of other matters. It  seems confusing that our Elbe and all 
rivers flow to the sea in an irregular windii:? course. Such 
disorder there seems to be also among trees, yes, between man 
and wife, where it appears there is no order. But all this only 
proves that God is a God of order and that his judgment as to 
order is quite different than ours. 

We therefore cease to  follow more curiously the question 
why God added twice to the third day, "And God saw," etc., 
and omitted it on the second day. Nor will we conclude rasli- 
ly whether the work of the second day was finished in the third 
day or not. Philosophers have handed down the rudiments of 
the arts and of the science of astronomy, and in doing so they 
divided the heaven into various spheres. We have a much 
simpler theory or science, in that wc at once make God the 
immediate Creator of all things by his Word, Di.rit, "And God 
said." 

For how can we understand that order which God approves 
as such? Nay, our natural reason must here of necessity be 
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confounded; for that which is order with God is in our judg- 
ment confusion. Hence the stars appear to us to be in a state 
of wild disorder; the bright being mingled with the more ob- 
scure, and the lesser with the greater. Who would judge tills 
to be order? And yet it is consummate harmony; and so 
constituted by the all-wise Mind. And so we judge of other 
things. Our river Elbe seems a confusion; as do all other 
rivers also; because their streams empty themselves into the 
sea by wincling courses. In the same manner trees seem to 
present a confusion. Nor do males and females in the world 
and their unions and combinations appear to be a state of 
order. All here also as to the appearance of things is disorder 
and confusion. All these things therefore unitedly prove that 
God possesses an order, and judges of it, differently from 
ourselves. 

Cease we therefore to penetrate into these things with too 
much curiosity, why it is that God repeats the divine sentence 
in question twice during the work of the third day and omits 
it altogether in the work of the second day? Nor determine 
we rashly whether the work of the second day was finished on 
the third day or not. Philosophers laid down the rudiments 
of the arts and of the science of astronomy; and in so doing 
they divided tlie heaven into its various spheres. But we adopt 
a sinipler and more true method of procedure and judgment; 
for we at once make God the immediate Creator of all things 
by his Word, "And God said." 

PART 111. GOD'S WORK ON THE THIRD DAY. 

I. V. ga. And God said, Let the waters under the heavcns 
be galhered together unto one place. 

In the foregoing I observed that we do not understand the 
order of the works of God. Had he therefore asked us our 
opinion here we should have advised him to use such a11 
order as to add the sentence now in question to the work of 
the second day. But God will ever be master of his own order 
and the ruler of the world. Wherefore we ought not to be over 
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curious here. The text plainly declares that God con~n~anded 
the waters "under the heavens to be gathered together unto 
one place." It does not say as before, V. 7, "under the firma- 
ment," where it is said, and God divided the waters which were 
"under the firmament" from the waters which were "above 
the firmament.' 

The heavens therefore, according to the phraseology and defi- 
nition of the Scriptures, are the whole of the higher region 
and its machinery, together with the entire body of the air and 
all its spheres. The Hebrew name is derived from the material 
of which it is composed; namely, from that contused body of 
water, by the extension or expansion or multiplication of which 
it was formed. For that first body of unformed water was not 
so extensive in itself, but was so expanded or spread out by 
the Word. Just as Christ, according to the record of the 
Gospel, so multiplied a few loaves by his blessing as to make 
them suffice for a great multitude of men. 

What therefore we philosophically call the air. with all its 
spheres, Moses here calls the heavens. 

But by waters he means tlie waters of our seas and rivers, 
which were also formed out of that original unformed mass 
of water; or out of the dregs or lees of it, as it were, after 
tlie heavens had been formed or expanded out of it by the 
Word. I believe however that the nature and power of our 
water are far inferior to those of the heavenly waters. For 
our waters are, as I have said, the dregs, as it were, of the 
higher waters. So that they may be said to have been gathered 
together not only as to their place or position, but as to their 
body or substance, because these latter waters are heavier than 
those of the air or heaven. For we can breathe in the air, 
but we cannot breathe in tlie water. 

And when Moses says that these waters were "gathered to- 
gether unto one place" collectively, lie is rather to be undcr- 
stood as speaking in a plural or distributive sense. As if lie had 
:aid, that they were gathered unto various places; and not that 
the whole body of the waters was gathcrcd unto one place, as 
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one ocean, but that they were distributed into various seas 
and rivers; some higher up, and some lower down, some 
greater, and some less, etc. 

V. 9b. And let the dry (land) appear. 
These words claim particular attention, because Moses had 

just before said, that the earth was TOIIU and BOHU; that is un- 
formed, rude and uncultivated, mixed with waters and washed 
by the waters on every side. Here therefore Moses also means 
that this original mass of earth was sunk under the waters and 
covered by them. Otherwise, why sllould he represent God as 
saying "And let the dry land appear," if it had not been 
surrounded by the abyss of water and almost covered with 
these original nebulous mists or waters? For we have here 
a confirmation of that which I have repeatedly set forth; that 
the world, at its first formation, was nothing but a rude chaotic 
mass of water and earth; and now on the third day the earth 
is brought out and made to appear. As therefore at first the 
lidit was brought in upon the waters; so now, the beauty of 
that light is made to shine upon the earth. For both these 
qualities were necessary to render the earth habitable; that it 
should be "dry" and that it should be in the light or illuminat- 
ed. 

11. Moscs now calls the earth "dry" on account of the re- 
moval of the original waters from it. Thus we behold the 
waters of the ocean rage and boil as if they would swallow up 
the whole earth. For the ocean stands higher than the earth. 
Rut it cannot pass its appointed bounds, for this spot of dry 
land circumscribes the earth of the first creation; and even 
opposes an insuperable barrier to original ocean-waters. Hence 
Job, 38th chapter, and the 104th Psalm bear witness that, 
althongh the sea is higher than the earth and is limited by no 
boundaries of its own, yet it cannot pass its boundaries appoint- 
ed of God. For the earth, being the center of the world, would 
naturally be submergcd and covered with the sea. But God 
keeps back the sea by his Word and thus makes the plane of the 
earth stand forth out of the waters, as far as is necessary for the 
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habitation and life of man. 
Hence it is by the power of God that the waters are pre- 

vented from rushing in upon us. God therefore performs for 
us to this day and will do so to the end of the world, the same 
miracle which he wrought for the children of Israel in the Red 
Sea, Ex. 14:21-22. But he made a special manifestation of 
his power by working the mighty miracle on that occasion, to 
the intent that he might bind that people, who were few in num- 
ber, the more devotedly to his worship. And what else is this 
our life upon earth, but a passage through the Red Sea, where 
the high and threatening walls of water stand up on each side of 
us? For it is most certainly true that the sea is much higher 
than the earth. God therefore to this day commands the 
waters to hang suspended and holds them up by his Word 
that they may not break in upon us, as they burst in upon the 
world at the deluge. Sometimes however signs of God's power 
are still manifested, whole islands perish under the waters, 
whereby God shows that the mighty water is still in his hands, 
and that it is with Him either to hold it fast or to let it rush 
ill upon the wicked and the ungrateful. 

Philosophers have their disputes also concerning the center 
of the world and the circumfluent water. Indeed it is won- 
derful that they go so far as to determine the earth to be the 
center of the whole creation. And it is from this argument, 
that they conclude that the earth cannot fall; because it is sup- 
ported from within by the other spheres surrounding it on 
every side. Hence according to these philosophers the heaven 
and all other spheres rest upon this center, by which support 
they themselves also derive their durability. I t  is well be&m- 
ing us to know these arguments. But these philosophers know 
not that the whole of this stability rests on the power of the 
Word of God. Although therefore the water of the mighty 
ocean is higher than the earth, yet it cannot pass its appointed 
bounds nor cover the earth. But we live and breathe as the 
Children of Israel existed in the midst of the Red Sea.1 

V. 10. And God saw that it was good. 
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closes here adds this divine commendation although nothin.; 
was wrought beside the division of the waters and the bringing 
out of waters a small particle of the earth. Now above, at 
the most beautiful part of God's creation, this short divine com- 
mendatory sentence was not added. Perhaps it was omitted 
as an intimation from God that he is more concerned about 
our habitation than about his own; and that he might by 
such intimation animate us to higher feelings of gratitude and 
praise. For we were not destined to exist in the air or in the 
heaven, but on the earth where we were appointed to support 
our life by meat ancl drink. 

Therefore after God adorned the roof of man's habitation, 
namely, the heaven, and added the light, he now spreads its 
floor and makes the earth suitable for the dwelling service of 
men. This part of his work, God twice declares to be "good" 
on our account, by which he would intimate that we men form 
so great a part of his care, that he is desirous to assure us by 
such a twofold approbation of this portion of his creation-work 
wrought with so much care that he would ever hold it under 
Ins peculiar protection; that he would grant it his perpetual 
presence, and would prevent our great enemy and our most 
certain death, the mighty water, from rushing in upon us. 
Beautifully therefore did God form in "the beginning" the 
foundation and roof of this house. Now let us see how he 
furnished ancl garnished it. 

111. V. XI. And God said. Let the earth put forth grass, 
herbs yielding seed, and fruit trees bearing fruit after its kittd, 
etc. 

God, as we have seen, has now constructed the first and the 
principal parts of man's house. Its roof, the heaven, is most 
beautiful, but it is not yet fully adorned. Its foundation is 
the carth. Its walls are the mighty waters on every side. God 
next makes provision for our food. He commands the earth 
to bring forth herbs and trees to bear fruit of every kind. Here 
yon may again see why the earth was before called TOHU and 
BOHU; because it was as yet not only dark, but altogether 
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barren of fruit. 
But mark what kind of food God prepares for us; namely, 

herbs and fruits of trees. I believe therefore that our bodies 
world have been much stronger and healthier if this surfeit- 
ing and especially the eating of flesh of all kinds since the 
flood had not been introduced. For although the earth after 
the sin of Adam was cursed, and because still more corrupt 
after the flood, yet our food of licrbs would have been niuch 
more refining, thin and pure, had we still lived on them, than 
our gross feeding on flesh is now. It is quite evident that in 
the beginning of the world the food of man was herbs, and it 
is equally evident that the herbs were created for the very end 
that they might be food for man. 

That the earth produces grain, trees and herbs of every kind 
is the work of this day. Now indeed, all things spring forth 
from the seed of their kind. But the original creation was 
wrought without any seed, by the simple power of the Word. 
Indeed that seeds now put forth their plants is still the effect 
of the work of the original creation by the Word, and it is 
a work ful l  of wonder and admiration. For it is a singular 
act of God's power that the grain, falling on the carth, springs 
forth in its time and brings forth fruit after its kind. And that 
like plants should be put forth from like seeds in an unceasing 
and unchanging order, is sure proof that it is not the conse- 
quence of a chance creation, but tile especial operation of divine 
providence. Hence from what gmws nothing but wheat ; from 
barley nothing but barley; from the bean nothing but beans; 
for the same continuous and unaltered nature, order and con- 
dition of each plant are constantly preserved. 

Philosophy knows nothing of the cause of all this and at- 
tributes the whole to nature. We however well understand 
that nature was so created at the first by the power of the 
Word, that the seeds and forms of all plants might be exactly 
and perfectly preserved. Wherefore not only are the first-day 
waters of heaven multiplied, as there is need; but the first seeds 
are also multiplied, as God sees fit, and they all preserve their 
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original form and nature with the utmost perfection. 
Here again a question is frequently raised as to the time 

or season of the year, in which the world was created; whether 
the creation was wrought in the spring or autumn. And 
although the opinions of men differ on this point, yet each one 
has his own reasons and conjectures. Those who prefer mak- 
ing autumn the season of creation, consider that they prove their 
judgment to be correct from the fact that the trees when first 
created produced their fruit. For Adam and Eve ate of their 
fruit. They prove their opinion moreover to be the right one, 
as they think, by the argument that the works of God are 
perfect! Others will have it, that the spring was the time of 
the creation, because the spring is the most beautiful season 
of the year and is, as it were, the infancy and childhood of na- 
ture. Hence it is that the ancient poet Ovid describes the 
spring as being the originating cradle-time of the world. 

Neither party however has sufficient ground for conclud- 
ing their arguments to be exclusively right; for the sacred 
text supports both opinions, because it declares, that the earth 
"brought or budded forth," which certainly is not the time of 
autumn, but of spring. It also declares that fruits then exist- 
ed; which it is equally certain is not the time of spring. 
Wherefore, my opinion is that such was the miracle wrought 
of God at the first creation of the world that all these things 
existed at the one time; the earth budded forth, the trees blos- 
somed, and the fruits, in their perfection, immediately and 
suddenly followed; and then the miracle ceased; and nature 
gradually fell into her regular order. Thus, all these herbs 
and trees are propagated by means of their seeds in the same 
kinds and forms as those in which they were first created. 
Hence men reason wrongly, when they argue from the natural 
to the supernatural effect. For the whole is to be attributed to 
the Creator and to his first creation-work, in which he at the 
same time perfected the infant buddings of spring and the 
mature fruits of autumn, as far as the herbs and the fruits of 
the trees were concerned. 
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Moreover this state of things at the creation induced Hilary 
and others to conclude that the world stood forth suddenly at 
the Word of God in all its full perfection: and that God did 
not employ six whole natural days in the work of creation. For 
the text compels us to confess that the trees together with their 
fruits existed on the same day Adam was created. But 
although all this was indeed wrought of God very much more 
quickly than it is now for this same work of God in our age 
generally occupies six months of time, yet the text does not 
use the verb "to fructify" only but also the verb "to germinate," 

With reference therefore to this question, concerning the 
time of the creation, it is most probable that the spring was the 
season in which the world was first created. Hence the Jews 
begin their year at this season, making the first month of 
spring the first of their year, that being" the time of the year 
when the earth begins to open its bosom and all things in nature 
bud forth. 

Concerning this part of the creation another question is also 
raised as to the time when the unfruitful or barren trees and 
herbs were created. For myself I would not attempt to settle 
anything as to this point, but I will offer my opinion. I be- 
lieve that all trees were in the beginning good and fruitful; 
and that the beasts of the field and Adam had as it were one 
and the same table; and that they all fed on wheat, pulse and 
the other nobler fruits; for there was then the greatest possible 
abundance of all these creatures. 

After the sin of Adam however God said for the first time 
to the earth "that it should brinz forth thonis and briars." 
Wherefore there can be no doubt that we have so many trees 
and herbs which are of no use whatever for food as the divine 
punishment of that first sin of Adam. Hence it is that many 
have considered the whole original state of earth paradise, on 
account of the blessing and the abundance which attended the 
first creation. Those who held this opinion affirmed that the 
expulsion of Adam from Paradise was his being deprived of 
this happy state of the earth and placed among thorns, where 
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t'rciii~ently after the greatest labor scarcely any benefit is de- 
rived. On this matter however we shall speak hereafter. But 
with respect to the present question, I am quite inclined to 
think that all the trees were fruitful when first created. 

The curious reasoning of the men of our day is detestable ; 
when they inquire in their arguments, why it was that God 
adorned the earth with fruits on the third day before he had 
garnished the heaven with stars? They affirm that such a part 
of the creation-work belonged rather to the work of the sixth 
day; and that it would have been more appropriate as the 
heaven was first expanded before the earth was brought forth, 
had the heaven been adorned before the earth. For they say 
that the adorning of the earth belonged more properly to the 
sixth day. Lyra would make here the subtle distinction that 
this was not the ornament of the earth but the f o m  of it. How- 
ever I doubt whether any such distinction can be admitted, as 
satisfactory. My opinion is that, as I have before said, the 
order adopted by God in all these things is not to be submitted 
to the exercise of any judgment of ours. Indeed was not the 
heaven adorned with that light, which was created on the first 
day? That light was assuredly the most beautiful ornament of 
the whole creation. 

In this sacred matter I therefore much prefer that we con- 
sider the divine care and goodness exercised in our especial 
behalf, in that God prepared a habitation so beautiful for the 
man, whom he was about to create, before he created him, in 
order that when created he might find a habitation already pre- 
pared and furnished for him, into which thus ready and gar- 
nished God led him when created, and commanded him to en- 
joy all the fruits and provisions of his ample abode. Thus on 
the third day were prepared the food and the store-room. On 
the fourth day the sun and the moon were given for the service 
of man. On the fifth day "dominion" was committed to him 
over the fishes and the birds. On the sixth day the same "do- 
minion" was intrusted to him over all the beasts, that he might 
use all the rich blessings of these creatures freely, according 
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to his necessities; and as a return God only required that man 
should acknowledge the goodness of his Creator and live in 
his fear and worship. This peculiar care of God over us and 
for us even before we were created, may be contemplated right- 
ly and with great benefit to our souls, but all conjccturcs, rca- 
sonings and arguments upon the great subject of the creation 
are uncertain and fruitless. 

The same care for us is manifest in his spiritual gifts. For 
long before we are converted to faith Christ, our Redeemer, 
rose and ascended above, and is now in the house of his Father 
preparing mansions for us; that when we arrive there we may 
find heaven furnished with everything that can complete our 
joy. Adam therefore not yet created was much less able to 
think of his future good than even we are, for he as yet had 
no existence at all. Whereas we continually hear all these 
things from the Word of God, as promised to us. Let us look 
at this first creation of the world therefore as a type and 
figure of the world to come, and thereby let us learn the exceed- 
ing goodness of God, who thus benefits, blesses and enriches us, 
even before we are capable 01 thinking for ourselves. This 
solicitude, care, liberality and bencficcnce of God, both for our 
present and future life, are matters more becoming us to con- 
template and admire than it is to enter upon speculations and 
conjectures as to the reason why God began to ornament the 
earth on the third day. Let these observations suffice concern- 
ing the work of the third day in which a house was built and 
furnished for man. Now follow the remaining (lays in which 
we were appointed rulers, to "have dominion over" the whole 
creation. 

PART IV. GOD'S WORK ON THE FOURTH DAY. 
I .  V. 14a. And God s d ,  Let tJ1ere be lights ~ I L  the firms- 

nent of heaven to divide the day from the night. 
This is the work of the fourth day in which those all-heauti- 

ful creatures, the sun and the moon, together with all the stars, 
were created by the Word. Nor were they created as to their 
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substances and their bodies only, but as to the blessing of 
God upon them and through them; that is, as to their powers, 
effects and influence. 

You heard above that on the first day the "light" was cre- 
ated. This light continued to illumine all things instead of the 
sun, the moon and the stars until the fourth day. And on the 
fourth clay those authors and rulers of the day and the night 
were themsclvcs created. 

Hence there has here arisen a question with reference to 
this first " l id~ t  ;"' whether after the sun and the moon were cre- 
ated it disappeared altogether or remained, embodied in the 
sun. And on this point a great diversity of sentiments and 
opinions has existed. My simple belief is that the nature of all 
these works of God is the same. As on the first day the rude 
unfornicd heaven and earth were created and afterward com- 
pletely formed and perfected, as the originally imperfect 
heaven was aftcrwrd stretched out and adorned with light, 
and as the earth was first called forth from the waters and 
then clothed with trees and herbs, so the first formed light of 
the first day, which was then only begun, as it were, and im- 
perfect, was afterwards perfected and completed by the ad- 
~lilion of those new creatures, the sun, the moon and the stars. 
Others say that this original "light" still remains, but is ob- 
sciued by the brightness of the sun. Both opinions may be 
tnie. For it may be that the original light still remains and 
was as it were the seed-light of the sun and the moon. 

Hoses however makes a difference here, calling the sun and 
the moon the "greater lights." What philosophers say there- 
fore concerning the magnitude of these bodies has properly 
nothing to do with the text before us. What we have here to 
do is to observe that the Scriptures do not speak of these bodies 
with reference to the magnitude of the bodies themselves but 
with reference to the magnitude of their light! For if yon 
would compare the sun with the stars and collect all the stars 
into one body, you would have a body perhaps greater, than 
the sun, but that whole body of stars together would not form 
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a light equal to the light of the sun. On the contrary ii  
you could divide the sun into minute particles, the most minute 
particles would surpass in brightness the brightest star. For 
all these bodies were created with an essential difference as 
Paul affirms. "There is one glory of the sun, and another 
glory of the moon, and another glory of the stars," etc., I Cor. 
15:41. And this difference does not consist in the nature or 
magnitude of their bodies, but in the nature and essentiality 
of their creation itself; so that in this the work of God's cre- 
ation is more wonderful. Hence marvellous bcyond expression 
or thought is the fact that the rays of the sun should he dis- 
persed through such length and breadth, with such wonderful 
properties of nourishment and heat to all bodies under their 
influence; and that, too, while the sun itself revolves with 
snch amazing velocity. 

Astronomers say also that the stars are lighted as it were by 
the sun so that they shine. Likewise they say that the moon 
borrows its light from the sun. And this is beautifully proved 
in an eclipse of the moon, when the earth comes between the 
sun and moon and the light of the sun is not transmitted to the 
moon. I do not deny nor reject this, but I do hold however 
that it is of divine power that this efficacy is added to the sun 
to light and illumine even the distant moon and stars with its 
own light; and likewise that the moon and stars are so created 
that they have the capacity to receive the light that is projected 
from the sun so far away. 

Augustine sets forth two opinions about the moon in the be- 
ginning of the lath Psalm, and in his discussions he forces an 
allegory upon the church, while h e  himself defines nothing. 
But I leave this; for from astronomers as from master artists 

' we most readily learn what points are possible to be disputed 
in this science. I am satisfied that in these bodies so glorious 
and useful for our life we discern the goodness and power of 
God, who created snch things by his Word and conserved 
them to the present day for our use. These are matters be- 
longing to our calling or profession; that is, they are theologi- 
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cal themes, and they have the efficacy to comfort and strength- 
en our hearts. 

What is further discussed concerning the nature and attri- 
butes of these creatures, although for the most part approach- 
ing the truth and studied with profit, yet I see that the reason 
is by far too weak to understand these things perfectly. There- 
fore the greatest men of genius and learning, overwhelmed by 
the worthiness of these creatures, could not conclude other- 
wise than that they are eternal, and, as it were, gods. 

Since, therefore, philosophers define a star to be a denser 
point within its own orbit, we come much nearer the truth when 
we define it to be light created by God through his Word. 
And it is indeed more likely that the stars are bodies round 
like the sun, little globes fixed to the firmament, so that each 
gives light by night, according to its gift and its creative func- 
tions. 

V. l4b. And let fliem be for signs and fin-seasons, and for 
days and years. 

When Moses adds above, "And let them divide the day from 
the night," he intimates that difference between the natural 
riiiil the artificial day, so universally made by astronomers. For 
he had before said, "And there was evening and there was 
morning' one day ;" "were the second day," etc., where he is 
speaking of the natural day which consists of 24 hours, during 
which the first great movable body, the sun, performs his revo- 
lution from east to west. But here, when the sacred historian 
says, "And let them divide the day from the night" he is 
speaking of the artificial day, the space of time during which 
the sun is above the horizon. 

11. These therefore are the primary offices of the sun and 
the moon: to he the rulers and directors of the night and the 
clay; whereas the stars perform not these offices nor are so ap- 
pointed of God. But the sun, when he rises, brings in the day 
without the rising or aid of the other stars. So the moon, even 
independently of the stars, is the ruler of the night and makes 
the night; for she is created by God for that very office. As 
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to these changes of the day and the night, they are or- 
dained for the refreshment of our bodies by sleep and rest. 
The sun shows his brighter light for man's work. The moon 
has her paler light as more adapted for repose than for work. 

But what is the meaning of Moses when he says, "And let 
them be for signs," etc.? Lyra explains it as signifying signs 
of rains and storms, etc. This in an interpretation which I 
would not strongly oppose; though I have great doubts whetli- 
er these "Lights in the firmament of heaven" do, or can, pre- 
signify rains, tempests, etc., with any certainty, as the poet 
Virgil and others represent in their writings. The gospel docs 
indeed make a "reddened" evening a sign of "fair weather," 
and on the contrary a "lowering" morning a sign of "foul 
weather," Math. 16;2-3. With respect therefore to the com- 
mon saying that the rising of the constellation of the Pleiades 
indicates rain and other proverbs of a similar description, I will 
not with great concern tear them to pieces, nor will I at once 
admit and confirm them, because I cannot see that they are all 
uniformly sure and certain. 

I hold the simplest'nieaning of the text is that he does not 
speak of such inferior signs, but greater signs, such as eclipses 
and collisions of heavenly bodies, so that a sign is a wonder, 
a prophecy or miracle, by which he reveals his wrath or the 
misfortune of the world. If any think this explanation is too 
coarse, let us remember that Moses wrote for a rude people. 

Here belong meteors and the rare phenomena which take 
place in the air, when stars are seen to fall, when halos sur- 
round the sun and moon, when the rainbow appears and simi- 
lar things happen in the sky. For Moses calls the heaven the 
whole aqueous mass in which the stars and planets move, also 
the highest sphere. We speak of spheres and circles to make 
the explanation plainer. For the Scriptures know nothing of 
these and say that the moon with the sun and stars are not 
each in its sphere, but in the firmament of heaven, below and 
above are the waters. That they are signs of future events, 
experience teaches concerning planet collisions and meteors. 
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The expression "For seasons" claims particular attention. 
The term in the Hebrew is LEMOEDIM; and UOED signifies "a 
stated, fixed, certain time." Hence it is a term commonly used 
in the Scriptures to signify "a tabernacle of covenant;" be- 
cause there certain feasts were accustomed to be held in a cer- 
tain place and time according to certain rites. Therefore it is 
that Moses describes the sun and the moon as being created 
"For seasons;" not only because the seasons are ruled and 
evidently changed by the course of the sun; for we see that 
most inferior bodies are changed by the access and recess of 
the sun; and the quality of the air according to which our own 
bodies are also changed is of one kind in the winter, of another 
in the summer, of another in the autumn and of another in the 
spring; but because we observe other differences and distinc- 
tions of times and seasons in civil life, all which are deriver1 
from the motions and revolutions of these heavenly bodies. 
Hence at a certain time of the year men make their contracts 
for building houses, hire their servants and their services, and 
collect taxes, debts and rents, etc. All these are services ren- 
dered us and blessings bestowed upon us by the sun and the 
moon, that we may by their laws and revolutions divide the 
times and seasons for the various labors of man and enjoy 
many other blessings which they confer. I t  is by them that 
we divide and number our weeks, months, quarters, etc., etc. 

The next expression, "For days," refers to the natural day, 
during which the sun performs his revolution round the earth. 
Our being enabled therefore to number days and also years, 
are blessings of the creation and are thus ordained of God. 
Wherefore philosophers define time to be "an enumeration of 
motions," which numbering could have no existence if the 
heavenly bodies did not move by a sure and fixed law. If 
they all stood fixed in a certain place without motion, number- 
ing could have neither commencement nor regulation. And' 
where there is no numbering of days, months, years, etc., there 
is no time. Hence a man in a sound sleep, being destitute of 
all sense of number and of all faculty of enumeration, knows 
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not how long he slccps. 
In a like manner, though we can in a measure recollect our 

infancy, yet we are not conscious of the fact of having sucked 
the breasts of our mothers; and yet we then had natural life. 
The reason is that we were deficient in the scnsc of number and 
the power of annunieration. For this same reason beasts know 
nothing of time; just as infants have no such knowledge. The 
sense and faculty of number therefore prove man to be a 
peculiar and superior creature of God on whicli account we 
find Augustine declaring the faculty of annumeration to be an 
especial gift of our nature, and proving from this very gift the 
immortality of the soul; because man alone can calculate and 
understand time. 

With reference to the future life, some here inquire whether 
the offices of these heavenly bodies are designed of God to 
cease. But the life to come will be without time. For the 
godly will enjoy an eternal clay and the ungodly will have an 
endless night and eternal darkness. 

The sun therefore makes the day, not only by his light and 
brightness, but by his motion, which lie makes from east to 
west until he rises again at the end of- 34 hours and thus makes 
another day. Wherefore astronomers make three great bene- 
fits to proceed from the sun: his motion, his light and his 
influence. 

Concerning his influence however I shall enter upon no subtle 
inquiry. It is enough for me to know that these heavenly 
bodies were created for our use; that they may be unto us 
"For signs of wrath or of grace and for seasons," that we might 
observe certain distinctions of time, etc. These things, be- 
cause they are taught us in the Holy Scriptures are sure. All 
things else, such as the doctrines and predictions of astrologers, 
are not thus certain. 

One is wont to inquire here concerning the astrological pre- 
dictions which some confirm and prove from this text. If they 
are not defended perseveringly and pertinaciously, I will not 
combat them strongly. For one ought to concede to the in- 
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gc1ii11s and learned brains their playground. Therefore when 
one reads of the misuse and unbelief of their superstitions, I 
would not be greatly offended if one exercise himself in these 
predictions for the sake of pleasure. 

As to that which pertains to the practice of astrology I could 
never be persuaded to count astrology among the sciences, for 
the reasons that it has no clear demonstration or visible proof. 
That they cite experiences does not influence me. For all as- 
trological experiences are merely particular. For those, skilled 
in the practice only, have observed and committed to writing 
the things that have not failed; the other experiences, however, 
in which thcy failed or were not followed by the results they 
predicted would certainly follow were not committed to writ- 
ing nor remembered. But just as Aristotlc says that one swal- 
low alone does not make summer, so I think one cannot form a 
true and complete science from such single and particular ob- 
servations. For just as it is said of hunters, they may hunt 
every clay, but thcy do not find game every day. The same 
may he said of astrologers and their predictions, because they 
fail very often. 

But now since they indeed contain some truth, what folly 
it is at the same time that one should be so anxious about the 
future. For grant that it is possible to know the future 
tlirongli the predictions of astrologers, were it not in many re- 
spects far better, if they are evil, to be entirely ignorant of 
them tlian to know them, as Cicero contends? Instead it is 
much better to stand in the fear of God always and to pray 
than to be tormented and tortured by the fear of future events. 
But more of this at another time. 

Wherefore my judgment is that astrological predictions 
cannot safely and satisfactorily be founded upon this passage 
of Scripture; for they are, as I have said, signs observed and 
collected by reason. But the next and proper meaning, if we 
understand Moses concerning the s ips ,  which God knows and 
shows, is to the end that men in general may be admonished 
and terrified by them. Let these observations on the fourth 
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day suffice. 
Now here begins to open upon us and to present itself to 

our meditation that great subject, the immortality of the soul. 
For no creature besides man can understand the motion of the 
heaven or estimate the celestial bodies and their revolutions. 
The pig, the cow, the dog cannot measure the water they drink. 
But man can measure even the heaven and form his calcula- 
tions of all the heavenly bodies. 

Wherefore a spark of eternal life glitters forth here from the 
fact that man is naturally exercised in this knowledge of all 
nature. For this anxious inquiry indicates that men were not 
created with the design that they should live forever in this 
small weak portion of God's universe; but that they should 
occupy the heaven, which in this life they so admire and in 
the study and contemplation of which they are continually 
engaged. 

If heaven were not the destination of man what aim or need 
was there for his being endowed with this wide capacity for rich 
knowledge and thought. Indeed the stature and fonn of the 
body of man also argnes that he was designed for heavenly 
things, even though his origin was so very mean and humble, 
For God made the first man from the common earth. After 
this the human race began to be propagated from the seed of 
the male and female, in which the embryo is formed in the 
womb in all its particular members, and there it grows until 
by its birth it is ushered forth into the light of heaven. From 
this birth comes the life of sensation, the life of motion and 
the life of operation. 

When at length the body has grown and the man has a sound 
reason and soul in a sound body, then first shines forth in 
all its brightness that life of iutelligence found in no other 
earthly creature. By this faculty, leaning on the aid of the 
mathematical sciences, which no one can deny were indicated 
and taught from above, man mounts in his mind from earth' 
to heaven, and leaving behind him the things below concerns 
himself about and inquires into heavenly things. Hogs do not 
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ilo this, nor cows nor any other beasts of the earth, it is the em- 
ploynient of man alone. Man therefore is a being created of 
God with the design that at an appointed time he should leave 
the earth, dwell in heavenly mansions and live a life eternal. 
These great principles of man's creation form the reasons why 
he is able not only to speak and to judge, which are things 
pertaining to language and argument, but is capable also of 
acquiring any science whatever. 

From this fourth day therefore begins to be manifested the 
peculiar glory of our race. Uecause God here forms his mind 
and purpose to create such a being as should be capable of 
understantling the n~otions of those heavenly bodies, which are 
created on this fourth day; and a heing who should delight 
himself in their knowledge, as peculiarly and exclusively adapt- 
ed to his nature. All these things therefore ought to call forth 
our thanksgiving and praise; while we reflect that we are the 
citizens of that heavenly country which we now behold, under- 
stand and wonder at, yet understand only as strangers and ex- 
ilcs, but which after this life we shall behold nearer and un- 
derstand perfectly. 

Hitherto therefore we have heard the divine historian speak 
of those creatures only, which are endowed with neither life nor 
sense; although some philosophers have spoken of the stars 
and the greater heavenly bodes, as if they were animate and 
rational. This I think has arisen from the motion of these 
bodies, which is rational and so certain that there is nothing 
like it in any other creatures. Hence some philosophers have 
affirmed that the heavenly creatures were composed of body 
anil intellcct, though thcir bodies were not material. Plato 
reasons thus in his "Tin~ceus." 

All such opinions however are to be utterly exploded and our 
whole intellect is to he subjected to the Word of God and to 
what is there written. The Holy Scriptures plainly teach that 
God made all these things, that he might by them prepare for 
the man, whom he was about to create, a home and a hos- 
pitable reception; anil that all these things are governed and 
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preserved by the power of the same Word, by which they were 
originally created. Wherefore all things being at length pre- 
pared pertaining to the furniture of his home, the Scriptures 
next show us the manner in which man was "formed" and 
introduced into his possession to the end that we might he 
taught that the providence of God over us and for us is 
greater than all our own care and concern for ourselves can 
possibly be. These things are plainly taught us in the Scrip- 
tures. AII other things not supported by the authority of the 
Scriptures are to he repudiated and rejected. 

I have therefore thought it especially becoming and neces- 
sary to repeat here that admonition which I have frequently 
given, that we ought constantly to acquaint and familiarize 
ourselves with the phraseology of the Holy Spirit. For no one 
can successfully study any of the human arts unless he first 
correctly understands the idiom of the language in which us 
principles are described. For lawyers have thcir peculiar terms, 
unknown to the physician and the philosopher. In like man- 
ner, the latter have each a phraseology peculiar to them- 
selves with which the professors of other arts have little or no 
acquaintance. Now one art ought not to perplex another. 
But every art ought to maintain its own course in its own way 
and to adopt its own peculiar terms. 

Accordingly we find the Holy Spirit, to use a language and a 
phraseology peculiar to his own divine self, declaring that 
God created all things by his Word or by speaking them 
into heing; "He spake and it was done"; that he wrought 
all things by his Word; and that all the works of God are 
certain words of God, certain things created by the un- 
created word. As therefore the philosopher uses his own 
terms, so the Holy Ghost uses his. Hence when the as- 
tronomer speaks of his spheres, his cycles and his epicycles, 
he does so rightly, for it is lawful for him in the profession of 
his art to use such terms as may enable him the better to 
instruct his disciples. Onthe other hand the Holy Ghost will 
know nothing of such terms in the sacred Scriptures. Hence 
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those Scriptures call the whole of that part of the creation 
which is above us, "The heaven," nor ought that term to he 
disapproved by the astronomer; for the astronomer and the 
Scripture both adopt, as I have said, terms peculiar to thern- 
selves. 

I t  is in this manner that we are to understand the term 
"seasons" in the sacred text before us. For the term "season" 
with the philosopher and with the Hebrew has not the same 
signification. With the Jews the term "season" signifies, 
theologically, an appointed feast or festival; and also the inter- 
vals of days, which concur and conjoin to form the year, where- 
fore this term is everywhere rendered by the word "feast" or 
"festival" or "festivity"; except where it is used to signify a 
"tabernacle" or "tent." 

I deemed it best to offer these admonitions concerning lan- 
guage and phraseology before we advance further, and I hope 
they will not be found useless or out of place, as showing the 
importance that every art should confine itself to its own lan- 
guage and terms; that no one art should condemn or deride 
another, but that each should rather aid the other and render 
mutual services. And this indeed the professors of all arts do. 
in order that the unity of the whole state may be preserved; 
which, as Aristotle says, "cannot be constituted of a physician 
and a physician; but must be formed of a physician and a hus- 
bandnlan." 

PART V. GOD'S WORK ON THE FIFTH DAY. 
I. V. 20. And God said, Let the zvaters swarm with 

swarms of living creatures, and let birds fly above the earth, 
etc., etc . 

We see Moses retains invariably the same sacred phrase" 
ology, "And God said," etc. Hitherto he has been speaking of 
the superior creatures; the heaven with all its host of planets 
and stars, which God created out of water by the Word. 
and gave light unto it, just as we now see the air around us 
lucid, with a natural illumination. 

Moses now proceeds to speak of new creatures also pro- 
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duced out of the waters; namely, of birds and fishes. He con- 
nects these two creatures in his narrative on account of their 
similarity of nature. For as the fish swims in the water, so 
does the bird swim as it were in the air. Though their flesh 
differs, yet they have the same origin. For the sacred text is 
here quite plain, that the birds when created out of the waters 
immediately flew into the air where they now live. Moses here 
retains moreover his uniform term in calling the whole region 
above us, ''heaven." 

And first it is worthy of admiration that, although the fishes 
and the birds were both created out of the same matter, the 
waters, yet as the bird cannot live in the water, neither can 
the fish exist, if brought into the air. Physicians rightly argue, 
when they affirm that the flesh nf birds is more wholesome than 
that of fishes, even though the nature of birds is also aqueous; 
because they live in a more rarified element; for air is a purer 
element than water; the latter, in which the fish are generated 
and live, being constituted of the dregs as it were of the former. 
Philosophers however do not believe this identity of the nature 
of hirds and of fishes. But the faith of the sacred Scriptures 
which is far above philosophy and far more certain, assures 
us that the nature of the fish and of the bird had the same 
origin. 

Here again is a further proof of the divine authority and 
majesty of this book, in that it sets before us under such 
various forms that power of God by which he created all 
things, beyond the conception of all reason and understanding. 
Who for instance could ever have thought, that out of water 
a nature could be produced, which should by no means endure 
water? But the Word of God speaks, and in a moment out of 
water are created birds. If therefore the Word of God but 
sound, all t h i n ~ s  are immediately possible; and out of the same 
water shall be formed either fishes or birds. Every bird there- 
fore and every fish is nothing more or less than a word of 
divine grammar or language; by which grammar all things, 
otherwise impossible, immediately become possible and easy; 
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by which also things contrary and conflicting become similar 
and harmonious ; and vice versa. 

But these divine things are thus written and ought to be 
diligently observed, studied and known by us, that we might 
learn to admire and adore the power of the Divine Majesty; 
and that we might edify and strengthen our faith from all 
these marvellous creation works of God1 For if one could 
raise the dead it would be nothing in comparison to this won- 
dcrful work ; that a bird was created in a moment out of water 1 
But the reason we do not day by day and continually wonder 
at these things, is because by our having seen them always be- 
fore us, they have lost their wonder in our eyes. If however 
one does but believe these things, he is compelled at once to 
wonder at them. And that wonder gradually confirms his 
faith. For if God can form a mass of water, call forth and 
create the heaven and its stars, each one of which equals or ex- 
ceeds the earth itself in magnitude; if God can, from a small 
drop of water, create the sun and the moon, can he not defend 
my poor body against all enemies and against Satan himself? 
Can he not after that poor body is laid in the tomb raise it 
again to another and a new life? Wherefore we are to learn 
from this book of Genesis the power of God; that we may ac- 
custom ourselves to doubt nothing- that God promises in his 
Word1 For. in this glorious and marvellous creation work 
is laid a confirmation of our faith in all the promises of God; 
that there is nothing so difficult, nothing so impossible, which 
God cannot do and perfect by his Word. For all this is here 
proved by God's creation of the heaven, earth, sea and all 
that is in them. 

But we must here touch upon that which has arrested the 
attention of the holy fathers, and especially of Augustine; that 
Moses in this sacred narrative uses these three expressions in 
reference to God, "God said;" "God made ;" and "God saw ;" 
as if God designed by these three expressions, used by His 
servant Moses, to set forth the three persons of the divine 
majesty 1 Thus by the expression "said" is signified the 
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Father. The Father begat the Word from all eternity; and 
by this same Word he made in time this world. And these 
holy fathers applied the expression, "God made" to the per- 
son of the Son; for the Son has in himself the "express image" 
of the person of the Father; not only of his majesty, hut of his 
power by which he created all things. Hence the Son gives 
to all thing's their existence. And as by the Father things are 
spoken into being, so are they also by the Son or the Word 
of the Father, by whom "all things subsist!' And to these two 
persons is also added a third; the person of the Holy Spirit, 
who "sees" and approves all things which are created. 

These three expressions therefore, "said," "made," "saw," 
are spoken by Moses in a beautiful and appropriate manner as 
attributive of the three divine persons; that we might by these 
three expressions the more distinctly understand that great 
article of faith, the Holy Trinity. For the sole reason these 
props of our faith were religiously sought by the holy fathers 
was, that the profound subject, the doctrine of the Holy 
Trinity, so incomprehensible in itself, might in some measure 
receive aid to its comprehension. Wherefore I by no means 
condemn these pious attempts, because they are perfectly in 
harmony with the analogy of faith and most useful also for 
the instruction and confirmation of faith. 

In this manner Hilary also distinguishes other attributes. 
"Eternity is in the Father; form, in the image; and use, in the 
gift!' He says that the Holy Spirit is the gift for use, because 
he gives the use of all things; in that he governs and prc- 
serves all things that they perish not. The same fathers hold 
and affirm also, "The Father is the mind; the Son the under- 
standing; the Holy Ghost the will." Not that the Father is 
without understanding or the Son without will. But these 
are attributes; that is terms or expressions, which are not 
applicable to three divine persons collectively, but to the one 
or the other divine person, separately or differently. Not, as 
we have said, that the Father is without wisdom, etc. But 
we thus portray and present these divine things to our minds 
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that we may better hold and explain the article of faith on the 
Holy Trinity. 

When therefore the sacred text says "And God saw that it 
was good," the divine expression implies God's intended preser- 
vation also of the thing which he had in each case just created. 
For the creature itself, thus newly created, could not stand 
unless the Holy Spirit should love it, and unless this compla- 
ccncy of God in his own work should preserve that work. For 
God did not thus create these things, designing to forsake them 
when created, but he approves them and loves them still. The 
great Creator by his divine agency still simultaneously stirs, 
moves and preserves, after his own God-like method all things 
which be hath made. I deemed it right thus briefly to touch 
upon these sacred matters; for the godly thoughts of those, 
who have preceded us in this holy study and whose course 
we are ourselves pursuing, are well worthy our knowledge. 

The expression in the above text, which Jerome renders "the 
creeping creature that hath life," is in the original Hebrew 
NEPHESCH, and signifies a "soul" or "life" or "something 
living." Moses calls fishes by this name. With reference to 
birds, it is well known that they are AMPHIBIOUS; that is 
they live either on land or in the air. 

11. V. 21a. And God created the great sea-monsters 
(whales). 

An inquiry may naturally here be made, why Moses men- 
tions by name, "whales" only. But it is so, that the Scriptures 
in general make mention only of the greater fishes. The 
mention of "leviathan" and of "dragons" in the Book of Job, 
and in other places of the Scriptures is well known. It is cer- 
tain however that all the large sea-monsters are called by the 
name, "whales;" some of which have wings as the dolphin, 
the king of fishes. Not however because it exceeds all other 
fishes in size. For the eagle, the king of birds, does not sur- 
pass all birds, nor is the lion, the king, larger than all other 
beasts. 

I believe however the reason of this is that we might know 
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that these huge bodies are really the glorious works of God, 
and that we might not through any terror at such awe- 
striking bulks, imagine that these stupendous animals were 
not works of God, but unreal monsters. These great facts of 
creation being thus established in our minds, it is easy to con- 
clude, that as these enormous bodies were created by God, the 
lesser fishes, such as herrings, sprats, minnows, etc., were crc- 
ated also by him. Let him who would contemplate this more 
deeply read Job, Chap. 41. He will there plainly see in what 
lofty language the Holy Spirit, by means of the poet-author of 
that book, lauds that marvellous monster "leviathan," whose 
strength and confidence is such that he contemns even the force 
of arrows. Such descriptions open our eyes and encourage 
our faith to believe the more easily and firmly that God is able 
to preserve us also, who are so indescribably less in magnitude 
and strength. 

A question here also raised concerning mice and cloor- 
mice; whence and how they originate and are generated. For 
we find by experience that not even ships, which are perpetual- 
ly swimming on the ocean, are free from mice, and no house 
can be thoroughly cleared of mice but that they will still be 
generated. The same inquiry may be instituted concerning 
flies. And also whither birds go in the time of autumn. 

If you ask Aristotle concerning mice, his argument is that 
some animals are homoigen~r, "generated from a like kind," and 
others, heterogena, "generated from a different kind," and that 
mice are "heterogena," because mice, he says, are not gen- 
erated from mice only, but from putrid matter; the putridity 
of which is consumed and gradually becomes a mouse. 

If you ask by what power this generation is effected, Aris- 
totle answers that the putrid humidity of .this matter is 
cherished, generatively, by the heat of the sun; and that by 
this process a living animal is produced; just as we see the blue- 
bottle fly generated from horse-manure. But this reasoning 
is far from satisfying me, for the sun warms all things, but 
generates nothing, unless God speak it into being by his divine 
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power. Even supposing therefore that the mouse were gen- 
erated from putrid matter, yet the mouse would be a creature 
of divine power. 

The mouse is therefore a creature of the divine Word and 
power ; and it is, as I believe of an aqueous nature. Were it not 
a creature of the divine Word and power, it would have no 
natural form nor would its species be preserved. Whereas 
it has a form the most beautiful, in its kind; legs of such ex- 
quisite symmetry, hair so smooth, as to make it evident that it 
was created for a certain order of creatures by the Word of 
God. In the mouse therefore we admire also the creature and 
the workmanship of God. And the same may as certainly be 
said of flies. 

Concerning the disappearing of birds I have no certain 
knowledge. For it is not very likely that they retire into re- 
gions farther south. Indeed the miracle concerning swallows 
is known by experience, that they lie as dead in the waters 
during the winter, and revive at the approach of summer ; which 
fact is indeed a great similitude and proof of our resurrection. 
For these are operations of the divine Majesty truly wonderful. 
Hence we see them, but we understand them not. And my 
belief is that although a single swallow may appear unseason- 
ably, now and then. I doubt however whether it ever can be 
the case, such swallow is restored from its death-like state by 
God himself. 

Unto the creation work of the fifth day therefore belong all 
crawling, creeping- and flying creatures; and all other creatures 
which move in any way in the .air or the water. 

111. V. 21b and 22. And God saw that if was good. And 
God blessed them. 

Why did not God pronounce the Word of blessing upon the 
above inanimate bodies of his creation also? In those case? 
he only said, that the bodies which he had created pleased 
him, but he did not bless them. But when he comes to the 
generation and propagation of living bodies, then he institutes 
a new mode of their increase and multiplication. Hence the 
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sun and the stars, as we see, do not generate from them- 
selves bodies like unto themselves. But herbs and trees have 
this blessing upon them, that they grow and bring forth fruit. 
Still there is nothing in them like unto this present blessing, 
pronounced by God upon the living bodies. 

Moses therefore by this Word of the divine blessing makes a 
glorious distinction between the bodies before created, and these 
living bodies which were created on the fifth day, because here 
a new method of generation is instituted. For in this case from 
living bodies are generated separate kinds of offspring which 
also live. But this certainly is not the case with trees nor 
herbs; for unless they be sown anew they bear no fruit, nor 
does a seed grow simply from a seed, but from a plant. But 
in the present instance a living body is generated from a living 
body. This latter operation therefore, that animal bodies 
should increase and be multiplied from bodies of their own 
kind, is entirely another and a new work of God. Because a 
pear-tree does not produce a pear-tree but a pear. But in the 
latter case, that which a bird produces is a bird. That which a 
fish generates is a fish. Marvellous indeed and numberless is 
the multiplication of each species and infinite the fecundity, 
but it is greatest in marine and aquatic animals. 

What tlien is the cause of this wonderful and admirable 
generation or propagation? The hen lays an egg; she cher- 
ishes it until a living body is formed in the egg, which at 
length the hen batches. Philosophers allege the cause of all 
this to be the operation of the sun and the heat of the hen's 
body. I fully grant all this. But divines speak much nearer 
the truth, when they affirm that the whole generative process 
takes place by the effective operation of the Word, here spoken 
by God, "And God blessed them; and said, be fruitful and 
multiply!' This Word of God's blessing is present in the very 
body of the hen and of all living creatures; and the heat by 
which the hen cherishes the egg is essentially and effectively 
the heat of the Word of God; for without this Word the heat 
of the sun or of the body would be utterly ineffectual and 
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useless. 
Wherefore to this admirable part of his creation work God 

adds his peculiar blessing in order that these living bodies 
now created on the fifth day might be fruitful. From these 
circumstances may be seen what this divine blessing is, namely, 
multiplication. Now when we bless we can effect nothing. 
All we can do is to pray. But this prayer is inoperative. 
We cannot effect the things for which we pray. But the bless- 
ing of God carries with it actual fruitfulness and multiplica- 
tion. It is at once effectual. On the contrary the divine curse 
is non-multiplication and diminution. And the curse is also 
at once effectual. 

Here again, the phraseology of Moses is to be carefully ob- 
served. What Moses calls the blessing of God, philosophers 
call fecundity; that is, when certain living and sound bodies 
are produced from other living and sound bodies. Nothing 
resembles this in trees, for a tree docs not generate the like 
unto itself; it is the seed that produces the like of the tree. 
This is a great and marvellous miracle, but like all things else 
in the wonderful works of God, it loses its wonder from our 
hciiq always accustomed to behold it without reflection or 
consideration. 

Another question here arises concerning worms and various 
hurtful creeping things; reptiles as toads; and venomous flies 
and also butterflies. In all these living creatures there is a 
wonderful fecundity. And it is singular that the more hurtful 
the creatures the more prolific generally is their generation 
and the greater their multiplication. But we will leave this 
question to our subsequent comments on the third chapter of 
this book. For my belief is that at the time of creation, now 
under consideration, none of these venomous, hurtful or an- 
noying creatures as yet existed. I believe that they afterwards 
sprang from the earth, when cursed by God as the punish- 
ment of sin, that they might afflict us and compel us to flee 
unto God in prayer. But more on this subject, as I have just 
intimated, hereafter. 
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Thus have we then a sight of the living bodies created on 
the fifth day. And we have seen that the Word of God, 
spoken on this day, is still effectual; for fishes are still gene- 
rated from mere and very water. Hence fish-ponds and lakes 
still generate fishes. Minnows are generated in fish-ponds, in 
which there were none before. For I see no likelihood of 
truth in the trifling arguments of some, who will have it that 
fishes caught by birds, drop their seed into fish-ponds and 
lakes, while they are being borne along in the air by their 
feathered captors; and that such dropped fish-seed afterwards 
increases and furnishes the ponds. I believe therefore the 
true and sole cause of all this generation and multiplication 
of fishes, to be God's commanding Word to the water on the 
fifth day of his creation work to bring forth fishes. I believe 
that this divine Word is still effectual; and that it still works 
all these things! 

PART VI. GOD'S WORK ON T H E  SIXTH DAY. 

I. V. 24. And God said. Let the earth bring forth living: 
creatures after their kind, etc. 

We have now seen created the heaven with all its hosts, the 
sun, the moon and the stars. We have seen the sea created, 
with its fishes and birds. For as the fishes swim in the water 
so do the birds swim as it were in the air. To the earth also 
we have seen added its ornaments of herbs, trees and fruits. 
And now, before man is introduced into this his dwelling place, 
as it were, beasts of the earth are added: and beasts of labor 

~~~ 

and burden; and also reptiles. After all these things man him- 
self is also created 1 

Man however is not created that he might fly with the bird 
nor that he might swim with the fish. But man has a nature 
common to all other animals in this respect, that he is designed 
to live upon the earth. For the use of ships is artificial, in the 
construction and use of which man attempts to imitate the 
fishes and the birds. For the ship performs both movements. 
It flies in the air and swims on the water. We are not however 
here speaking of things artificial, but of things natural. 
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The Hebrews here make a distinction of names and appella- 
tions. They call BEHEMAH, those animals which we denomi- 
nate "beasts of burden;" and they distinguish by the same 
appellation the lesser beasts of the wood; such as stags, goats, 
hares and whatever animals feed on food common to us, and 
live on herbs and the fruits of trees. But they term car- 
nivorous beasts, such as wolves, lions and bears, etc., HAIESO 

 ERE^.; which is generally and correctly rendered, "beasts of the 
earth." But whether this distinction is uniformly observed I 
know not. I t  does not appear to me that the observance of it 
is uniform. One thing however is quite certain, that Moses 
here intended to comprehend all terrestrial animals, whether 
they feed on flesh or on herbs. Of all these he affirms that the 
earth is the mother, which brought them all forth from herself 
by the Word, as the sea also brought forth all fishes from 
herself by the same Word. 

We have heard above however that God said to the water, 
"Let the water be moved," etc., in order that by this its mo- 
tion the sea might be filled with fishes and the air with birds. 
And we have seen also that afterwards the blessing of gene- 
ration was first added. But here in the creation of terrestrial 
animals, another word is used; and God says, "Let the earth 
bring forth." He does not say, "Let the earth be moved." For 
the earth is a quiescent body. Therefore in the creation work 
of the fourth day, God also says, "And let the earth bring forth 
grass," verse 11. For God wills that the earth should send 
forth both animals and herbs without any motion. 

But whether these animals were formed after the similitude 
of the formation of man out of the "ground," or whether they 
burst forth on a sudden, the Scriptures define nothing on the 
subject; yet as Moses is here celebrating the formation of man 
as having been wrought by a peculiar design and contrivance 
of the mind of God; my own opinion is that all the other ani- 
mals of the earth stood forth created in a moment, as the 
fishes were made on a sudden in the sea. The reason God did 
not here, Vs. 24 and 25, add his blessing is quite plain; be- 
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cause it embraces all the creatures mentioned in these verses, 
when it is afterwards pronounced on man. V. 28. It was suffl- 
dent therefore for Moses to say in this place, "And God saw 
that it was good," V. 25. But let us now approach the last 
and most glorious work of God: the creation of man! 

11. V. 26a. And God said, Let us make man in our image, 
after our likeness. 

Here again Moses adopts a new phraseology. The divine 
expression is not in this place, "Let the sea be n~oved," or "Let 
the earth bring forth grass" or "fruits." But the remarkable 
Word of God here is, "Let us make, or form, or iashion, or 
fabricate man." Wherefore this expression implies manifest 
deliberation and counsel; the like of wliicli is found not in the 
creation of any former creatures. In those cases God says 
simply without any deliberation, counsel or particular design 
of mind, "Let the sea be moved;** "Let the earth bring forth," 
etc. But here where God wills to create man. he turns himself 
as it were to deep thought and enters into profound counsel 
and deliberation. 

First of all then we have here indicated the signal differ- 
ence between man and every other creature of God and his 
high exaltation above them all. Beasts do indeed greatly re- 
semble man in many particulars. They live with him; they 
eat with him; they are brought up with him; they feed on 
many of the same things with him; they rest with him; they 
sleep with him, etc. If therefore you consider their food, their 
bringing up, their housing. their conservation, etc., there is a 
great similarity between man and beast. 

Moses however here sets before us the striking difference 
between man and all the animals mentioned; when he affirms 
that man was created by the peculiar counsel and providence 
of God; whereby he signifies that man is a creature far ex- 
celling all other animals, which live a corporeal life; which 
excellence was more especially prominent while nature was 
as yet unfallen and uncorruptcd. The opinion of Epicurus 
was that man was created only to eat and to drink. This was 
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not separating man from beasts: for beasts have also their 
pleasures, and they pursue them with delight. Whereas the 
sacred text before us forcibly expresses the distinction and 
separation of man from beast, when it affirms that God took 
deep thought and certain counsel in forming man; which 
counsel was taken, not only to form man, but to form him 
' 4 .  in the image and after the likeness of God." This image 
of God is a far different thing from the care of the belly and 
the indulgence of the appetite; for these things beasts well 
understand and eagerly crave. 

Moses therefore in this place signifies to the spiritually 
minded that we were created unto a life far more excellent 
than, and high above, anything which this corporeal life could 
ever have been, even if nature had remained perfect and un- 
corrupted by sin. For godly teachers well affirm that if 
Adam had not fallen God would have translated him from an 
animal life to spiritual life after a certain number of saints 
had been perfected. For Adam was not designed by his crea- 
tion to live without food, drink and procreation. But all these 
corporeal things would have ceased at an appointed time; after 
a number of saints had been completed; and Adam, together 
with Iiis posterity, would have been translated to a life spiritual 
and eternal. These natural works of our corporeal life, eating, 
drinking, procreation, etc., would still have existed and would 
have been a service of gratitude to God; which service we 
should have performed without any of that corrupt concupis- 
cence which cleaves to us since the sin of the fall and without 
any sin of our own or any fear of death. This would indeed 
have been a life of pleasure and of sweetness. Of such a life 
it is lawful for us to think; hut such a life is not now possible 
for us to live. This however we have still left to us: We can 
believe and with all assurance look for a spiritual life after 
this present life; an end of this life in paradise; thought for us 
and destined for us by God through the merits of Christ. 

Wherefore the portion of the sacred text before us claims 
our-especial meditation in which the Holy Spirit so magnifi- 

cently extols the human nature and so distinctly separates it 
from all the other creatures of God. For the mere corporeal or 
animal life of man was designed to resemble in a great meas- 
ure the life of the beasts of the earth. Because as beasts re- 
quire food, drink and sleep for the refreshment and restora- 
tion of their bodies, so Adam was designed also to use these 
even in his state of innocence. But that which Moses more- 
over affirms, that man was so created unto this animal life that 
he was also "made" in the "image" and "after the likeness" of 
God, this is a manifest indication of a life different from and 
far above a mere animal life. 

Adam was endowed therefore with a twofold life: an animal 
and an immortal life. The latter however was not as yet 
plainly revealed, but held in hope. Had he not fallen by sin 
therefore, he would have eaten and drunk, worked and gene- 
rated in all innocence, sinlessness and happiness. I have 
thought proper to make these admonitory observations upon 
that difference which God made by his deep counsel between 
us men and all other animals anlong which he permits us to 
live. I shall return to this subject hereafter and shall dilate 
upon it to a greater extent. 

Secondly, I would remark upon this divine Word "Let us 
make," that it pertains to the mystery and confirmation of 
our faith; by which we believe that there is one God from 
all eternity and three distinct Persons in one divinity or 
divine essence, the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost. The 
Jews indeed attempt in various ways to elude this passage; 
but they can bring nothing solidly or effectually against it. 
For this passage plagues them to death, to use the expression 
of Occa. That author so describes all trying and tormenting 
questions, which he finds he cannot solve. 

The Jews assert that God uses the same expression else- 
where, when he includes the angels with himself; and also 
where he includes with himself the earth and other creatures. 
But I would here ask in the first place, why God did not use 
this same expression before in the creation of the previous 
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creatures? I would demand secondly what the creation of 
mail had to do with angels or angels with it? And I would 
thirdly call attention to the fact, that God makes here no 
mention of angcls whatever but simply says, "Let us!' Where- 
fore God speaks here of makers or creators. This expression 
therefore could not design or imply angels. In the fourth 
place, it is quitc certain that it was not, could not, and cannot, 
be said that we were created "in the image" of angels. And 
fifthly and lastly, we have the divine Word in both forms of 
expression in the plural and also in the singular number, "Let 
us make" and "God made." Moses therefore here most clearly 
and most forcibly indicates to us, that there is internally 
in the very divinity itself and in the very creative essence, an 
inseparable and eternal plurality. Suffer we not the gates of 
hell themselves to wrest this truth from the grasp of our faith! 

And as to what the Jews say about God's joining the earth 
with himself when he speaks by the pronoun we or us, that 
is frivolous and absurd. For surely the earth is not our maker 
or creator. Why did not the adorable God rather join the sun 
with himself, when he spoke. For Aristotle affirms that man 
and the sun generate man. But neither would this invention 
succeed; because we are not made in the image of the earth 
hut we are made "in the image" and "after the likeness" of 
those glorious makers and creators who here speak and say, 
"Let us make," etc. These makers are three distinct persons 
in one divine essence. It is in the image of these three divine 
and glorious Persons that we are created, as we shall hereafter 
further hear. 

And again, it is extremely absurd for the Jews to assert 
with reference to this passage that God adopts, in the words 
he here uses, the custom of princes; who, for the sake of 
reverence and dignity, use the plural number when they speak. 
But the Holy Spirit does not imitate this distancing pomp of 
terms, if I may so term it; nor do the Scriptures know any- 
thing of such a manner of speech. 

Wherefore most assuredly the Holy Trinity is here intended 
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of God; that in the one divine essence there are three divine 
Persons, the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit; so that the 
Deity is not separated here, even in this case of action or 
agency. For all three Persons here concur and speak unitedly 
when they say, "Let us make." For neither does the Father 
make any other man than the Son makes; nor does the Son 
make any other man than the Holy Ghost makes. But the 
Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost, the one same God, arc 
the one same author of the one same work and are the one 
same creator. 

Wherefore according to this scriptural argument and this 
holy statement of the truth, the Deity or Godhead cannot be 
separated objectively, as the object of divine worship, nor 
actively as the creative agent. For the Father is not known, 
but in the Son through the Holy Ghost. Hence as actively, so 
objectively, there is but one adorable God; who nevertheless 
is in and within himself, substantially or essentially Father, 
Son and Holy Spirit; three distinct persons in one Godhead 
or Deity. 

These divine testimonies of this book of Genesis ought to 
be dear and delightful to us. For although both Jews and 
Turks deride us, because we believe that there is one God, 
but three Persons in the Godhead, yet unless they are prepared 
impudently to deny the authority of the Scriptures, they must 
be compelled by the present text as well as by the passages 
above cited to fall in with our doctrine. They may indeed 
attempt to elude and avoid these testimonies, nevertheless the 
sting of this passage still sticks fast in their hearts; they can- 
not get rid of the divine expression "Let us make." They 
can assign no other reason for it than we have here given. Nor 
can they otherwise explain why Moses uses the plural noun 
ELOHIM. The reflections and natural convictions arising from 
these divine expressions they cannot shut out from their hearts 
and consciences, notwithstanding all the various means which 
they adopt in order to do so. And if they deem it the height of 
their wisdom to elude and get rid of these testimonies, do they 
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thmk that we are destitute of ability, and cannot find wisdom 
enough to defend them? But the authority of the Scriptures 
on our side is far mightier than all wisdom on theirs; especially 
since the New Testament reveals the whole divine matter more 
clearly still. For there the Son which is in the bosom of the 
Father teaches us all these things with a clearness far sur- 
passing all other testimony; whom not to believe is the highest 
blasphemy and eternal death. Wherefore, bid we farewell to 
all these blind corrupters of divine doctrines until we meet 
them at the day of judgment! 

But you will say perhaps that these testimonies are too 
obscure to be appealed to as proofs of so important an article 
of faith. I reply, these divine things were spoken at this time, 
thus obscurely, according to  the counsel and purpose of God; 
and for this very reason, because they were all left to that 
Great Lord and Teacher, who was to come; until whose advent 
the restitution of all things was reserved ; even the restitution 
of all knowledge and of all revelations. Those mysteries there- 
fore which "in the beginning" were set before us thus obscure- 
ly, Christ when he came revealed, made known and commanded 
to be preached. Nevertheless the holy fathers were in posses- 
sion of this knowledge by the Holy Spirit; though not so dear- 
ly as we possess it now, who hear in the New Testament the 
names of the Father, and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost 
plainly declared. For when Christ came it was necessary that 
all those seals should be unloosed, and all those things openly 
preached, which "in the beginning" had been purposely de- 
livered to us in obscure words in reverence to the Great Teacher 
who was to come. And had not the Holy Spirit deferred this 
clear knowledge to the time of the New Testament, Arians 
would have existed long before the birth of Christ. Where- 
fore the Holy Spirit willed that this sun of knowledge should 
be opposed to the devil in these "last times," that his eyes 
might be the more intolerably dazzled, that he might the 
more virulently envy men such a brightness of knowledge, and 
be thus the more terribly tormented. 
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Thirdly. A whole sea of questions is here agitated as to what 
that "image" of God was in which Moses here says man was 
formed. Augustine has dwelt largely on the explanation of 
this passage in his book "On the Trinity." Those divines in 
general, who retain the division and definition of Aristotle, 
follow Augustine. They consider the image of God to be those 
powers of soul, memory, mind or intellect and will. They 
affirm that the image of God consists in these three qualities; 
which image, they say, is found in all men. And their argu- 
ment is, that as in divine things the Word is begotten of 
the substance of the Father, and as the Holy Spirit is the com- 
placency or good pleasure of the Father, so in man from the 
memory proceeds the word of the heart, which is the mind 
of the man; which word being uttered there is developed the 
will, which will the mind beholds and with which it is dc- 
lighted. 

These divines affirm moreover that "the similitude." after 
which man was formed, stands in gratuitous gifts. For as a 
similitude is a certain perfectness of an imagc, so, they say, 
the created nature of man is perfected by grace. According to 
their views therefore the "similitude" of God in man consists 
in his memory being adorned with hope, his intellect with faith 
and his will with love. It is in this manner, they assert, that 
man is created in the image of God; that man has a mind, a 
memory and a will. Again they state the sacred matter thus : 
Man is created after the "similitude" of God; that is. his 
intellect is illuminated by faith, his memory is confirmed by 
hope and constancy, and his will is adorned with love. 

Fourthly. Divines give other divisions and definitions of the 
qualities of this "image" of God, in which man was originally 
created. They hold that memory is the image of the power of 
God, mind the image of his wisdom and will the image of his 
justice. It was after this manner that Augustine, and after 
him others, bent their minds on the discovery of certain trini- 
ties of natural qualities or endowments in man. For they 
thought that by this mode of explanation, the image of God 
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in man would be the more clearly seen. These not unpleasing 
speculations do indeed argue faithful en~ployment and great 
acuteness of mental ability, but they by no means aid the right 
explanation of this "image" of God. 

Wherefore though I do not altogether condemn and repro- 
bate this diligence and these deep thoughts, by which divines 
desire to reduce all things to a kind of sacred trinity, yet I 
doubt wliethcr .inch attempts arc very useful, especially seeing 
that others niay push them too far. For it is on these grounds 
that some rest their disputes in favor of free-will; which, they 
say, naturally follows from this "image of God." They argue 
thus: God is free. Since therefore man is created in the image 
of God, man also has a free memory, a free mind and a free 
will. Out of this kind of reasoning therefore many things 
fall, which are either spoken untruly at first, or are afterwards 
wrongly understood or wickedly perverted. It is from this 
source that the dangerous doctrine has arisen, according to 
which men affirm, that God so rules and governs men that he 
permits them to use their own mind and movement. By this 
sentiment and teaching many most objectionable opinions have 
been generated. From this same source has originated that 
pernicious saying, "God who made thee without thyself will 
not save thee without thyself." Such men conclude that free- 
will concurs with the grace and work of God, as a preceding 
and efficient cause of salvation. Not unlike this is the saying 
of Dionysius, which is more pernicious still: "Although devils 
and man fell, yet all their natural faculties remained whole and 
entire; their mind, their memory, their will," etc. If this be 
true therefore it will follow, that man by his own natural 
powers can save himself. 

Tlicse perilous opinions of some of the fathers are agitated 
in all churches and schools, and I do not really see what the 
fathers wished to effect by them. Therefore I advise that they 
be read with caution and judgment. They were often spoken 
in a mood and with a peculiar feeling, which we have not and 
cannot have, since we have not similar occasions. Inexperi- 
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enced persons therefore seize them all, without any judgment, 
in their own sense, and not in the meaning the fathers had at 
the time they were uttered. But I leave this and return to 
our theme. 

I fear however that since this "image of God" has been lost 
by sin, we can never fully attain to the knowledge of what it 
was. Memory, mind and will we do most certainly possess, 
but wholly corrupted, most miserably weakened; nay, that I 
may speak with greater plainness, utterly leprous and unclean. 
If these natural endowments therefore constitute the image of 
God it will inevitably follow that Satan also was created in the 
image of God; for he possesses all these natural qualities, and 
to  an extent and strength far beyond our own. For he has 
a memory and an intellect the most powerful and a will the most 
obstinate. 

The image of God therefore is something far different from 
all this. It  is a peculiar work of God. If there be those how- 
ever who are yet disposed to contend that the above natural 
endowments and powers do constitute the image of God, they 
must of necessity confess that they are all leprous and unclean. 
Even as we still call a leprous man a man, though all the parts 
of his leprous flesh be stupefied and dead, as it were, with 
disease, except that his whole nature is vehemently excited to 
lust. 

Wherefore that image of God created in Adam was a work- 
manship the most beautiful, the most excellent and the most 
noble, while as yet no leprosy of sin adhered either to his 
reason or to his will. Then all his senses, both internal and 
external, were the most perfect and pure. His intellect was 
most clear, his memory most complete and his will the most 
sincere, accompanied with the most charming security, without 
any fear of death and without any care or anxiety whatever. 
To these internal perfections of Adam was added a power of 
body and of all his limbs, so beautiful and so excellent that he 
surpassed all other animate natural creatures. For I fully 
believe that before his sin the eyes of Adam were so clear 
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and their sight so acute that his powers of vision exceeded 
those of the lynx. Adam, I believe, being stronger than they, 
handled lions and bears, whose strength is so great, as we 
handle the young of any animal. I believe also that to Adam 
the sweetness and the virtue of the fruits which he ate were 
far beyond our enjoyment of them now. 

After the fall however death crept in like leprosy over all 
the senses. So that now we cannot comprehend this image of 
God by our intellect. Adam moreover in his innocency could 
not have known his wife Eve, but with the most pure and 
confident mind towards God; with a will the most obedient to 
God and a soul the most free from all impurity of thought. 
But now since the sin of the fall all know how great is the 
excitement of the flesh, which is not only furious in concupis- 
cence, but also in disgust after it has satisfied its desire. In 
neither case therefore is the reason or the will sound or whole. 
Both are fallen and corrupt. And the fury of the desire is 
more brutish than human. Is not this our leprosy then griev- 
ous and destructive? But of all this Adam knew nothing he- 
fore the sin of his fall. His only peculiarity then was that he 
had greater powers and more acute and exquisite senses than 
any other living creature. But now how far does the wild 
boar exceed man in the sense of hearing, the eagle in siglit, 
and the lion in strength? No one therefore can now conceive, 
even in thought, how far the excellency of man when first 
created surpasses what he is now. 

Wherefore I for my part understand the image of God to 
he this: that Adam possessed it in its moral substance or 
nature; that lie not only knew God and believed him to be 
good, but that he lived also a life truly divine; that is, free 
from the fear of death and of all dangers and happy in the 
favor of God. This is apparent in Eve, who we find talks 
with the serpent, devoid of all fear; just as we do with a Iamb 
or a dog. Therefore God sets before Adam and Eve this, as 
a punishment, if they should transgress his command: "In the 
day that thou eatest of this tree thou shalt surely die the death." 
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As if he had said, "Adam and Eve, ye now live in all security. 
Ye neither see nor fear death. This is my image ill which ye 
now live. Ye live as God lives. But if ye sin ye shall lose 
this image; ye shall die." 

Hence we see and feel the mighty perils in which we now 
live; how many forms and threatenings of death this miser- 
able nature of ours is doomed to experience and endure, in 
addition to that unclean concupiscence and those other rag- 
i n g ~  of sin and those inordinate emotions and affections, which 
are engendered in the minds of all men. We are never confi- 
dent and happy in God, fear and dread in the highest are 
perpetually trying us. These and like evils are the image of the 
devil, who has impressed that image upon us. But Adam lived 
in the highest pleasure and in the most peaceful security. He 
teared not fire nor water, nor dreaded any of those other evils 
with which this life is filled and which we dread too much 
continually. 

Let those who are disposed to do so therefore extenuate 
original sin. It plainly appears, and with awful certainty, both 
in sins and in the punishment of them that original sin is great 
and terrible indeed. Look only at lust. Is it not most mighty, 
both in concupiscence and in disgust? And what shall we 
further say of hatred toward God and blasphemies of all kinds? 
These are sad evidences of the fall, which do indeed prove 
that the image of God in us is lost. 

Wherefore when we now attempt to speak of that image we 
speak of a thing unknown, an image which we not only have 
never experienced, but the contrary to which we have experi- 
enced all our lives and experience still. Of this image there- 
fore all we now possess are the mere terms, "the image of God!" 
These naked words are all we now hear and all we know. But 
there was in Adam an illumined reason, a true knowledge of 
God, and a will the most upright to love both God and his 
neighbor. Hence Adam embraced his Eve, and immediately 
knew his own flesh. To all these endowments were added oth- 
ers of less excellency, but surpassingly excellent if com- 
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pared with our present weakness. Adam had a perfect knowl- 
edge of all nature, of animals, of herbs, of trees, of fruits and 
of all other creatures. 

When all these endowments are put together they do not 
compose a man in whom you can at once behold the image 
of God shining forth, and more especially so when to all 
these endowments you add "dominion" over the whole cre- 
ation. For as Adam and Eve acknowledged God to be Lord, 
so afterwards they themselves held dominion over all creatures 
in the air, on the earth and in the sea. Who can express 
in words the excellency and majesty of this "dominion?" For 
my belief is that Adam could by one word command the lion 
as we command a favorite dog. He possessed a freedom 
of will and pleasure to cultivate the earth, that it might bring 
forth whatever he wished. For the following chapters of 
this book prove that there were at the time of which we 
are now speaking neither thorns nor thistles, Chap. 3x8. 
Neither do I believe that wild beasts were so savage and fierce 
as they are now. 

But all these thorns and thistles, and this ferocity of beasts, 
are the consequences of original sin, by which all the rest of the 
creation contracted a corruption and a loss of its original excel- 
lency. Hence it is my belief also that before the sin of Adam, 
the sun was more bright, the water more pure, the trees more 
fruitful and the earth more productive than since he fell. But 
through that dreadful sin and that horrible fall, not only are 
the soul and the body deformed by the leprosy of sin, but all 
things we use in this life are corrupted; as we shall more plain- 
ly show hereafter. 

Now the very intent of the gospel is to restore this image 
of God. Man's intellect and will have indeed remained, but 
wholly corrupted. The divine object of the gospel is that we 
might be restored to that original and indeed better and higher 
image; an image, in which we are born again unto eternal 
life, or rather unto the hope of eternal life by faith, in order 
that we might live in God and with God and might be "one" 
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with him, as Christ so beautifully and largely sets it forth in 
the seventeenth chapter of St. John. 

-hteousness Nor arc we born again unto life only, but unto rib 
also, because faith lays hold of the merit of Christ and sets 
us free through the death of Christ. Hence arises another 
righteousness in us; namely, that "newness of life," in which 
we study to obey God as taught by the Word and helped by 
the Holy Spirit. This righteousness however begins only in 
this life and can never be perfected in the flesh. Nevertheless 
this newness of righteousness pleases God, not as being perfect 
in itself nor as being any price for our sins, but because it 
proceedeth from the heart and rests on a confidence in the 
mercy of God through Christ. And further, through the 
Gospel comes unto us this other blessing also conferred upon 
us through the Holy Spirit, who resists in us unbelief, envy 
and other sins and corruptions, to the intent that we may 
solemnly desire to adorn the name of the Lord and his holy 
Word. 

In this manner does the image of God begin to be restored in 
us through the Gospel by this new creation in this life. But 
in this life it is not perfected. When however it is perfected in 
the kingdom of the Father, then will our will be truly free and 
good, our mind truly illuminated and our memory constant and 
perfect. Then will it come to pass also that all creatures shall 
be more subject unto us than ever they were unto Adam in 
paradise. 

Until all this shall be fulfilled in us, we shall never he able 
fully to understand what that image of God was, which was 
lost by Adam in paradise. This however which we now utter 
concerning it, faith and the Word teach us, which discover unto 
us at a distance as it were the glory of this imagc of God. But 
as the heaven and the earth "in the beinnning,'' were of 
rude unformed bodies, as we have shown before the created 
light was added to them; so the godly possess within them- 
selves that unformed and imperfect image of God. which God 
will perfect at the last day in those who believe his Word. 
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Ill conclusion therefore that image of God, in which Adam 
was created, was excellent above all things; in which was 
included eternal life, eternal security and all good. That 
image however is so marred and obscured by sin that we can- 
not even in thought reach the comprehension of it. For 
though we utter the words "the image of God," who is there 
that can possibly understand what it is for a man to live a life 
of security without fears and without perils, and to be wise, 
righteous, good and free from all calamities or distresses either 
of soul or of body? What was more than all this Adam was 
made capable of life eternal. For he was so created that as 
lonf^ as he lived in this corporeal life he might cultivate the 
earth not as doing a work of trouble, nor as wearying his 
body with labor, but as enjoying an employment of the highest 
pleasure; not as "deceiving or killing time," as we say, but 
as performing a service to God and yielding an obedience to his 
will. 

This corporeal life was intended to be succeeded by a spirit- 
ual life, in which man was not designed to use corporeal food 
and aliments nor to perform any of those other things which 
he must necessarily do in this natural life. But he was 
designed to live a life spiritual and angelic. For such is the 
life eternal to come, described to us in the holy Scriptures, a 
life in which we shall neither eat nor drink, nor exercise any 
oilier corporeal functions. Hence Paul says, "The first man 
Adam became a living soul," that is, be lives an animal life 
which requires meat, drink, sleep, etc. But the apostle adds, 
"The last Adam became a live-giving spirit," I Cor. 15:45. 
That is, he shall be a spiritual man, in which state he 
shall return to the image of God; for he shall be like unto 
God in life, righteousness, holiness, wisdom, etc. I t  now 
follows in the sacred text: 

V. 26b. And Let them have dominion over the fish of the 
sea, etc. 

To man, the most beautiful of God's creatures, who possesses 
the knowledge of God and is the image of God, in which image 
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shines forth the similitude of the divine nature in an enliglit- 
ened reason, in righteousness and in wisdom, is now assigned 
"dommion." Adam and Eve are made rulers of the earth, 
of the sea and of the air. This dominion is not only committed 
to them by the design and counsel of God, but by his ex- 
pressed command. We must in the first place consider this 
great matter in a negative and exclusive sense, that it is not 
said to any beast that it should have any dominion. And in the 
next place we must view the matter in an absolute sense, that 
all animals, nay, the earth itself with all created living things 
and all generated from them, are subjected to the dominion 
of Adam, whom God by his vocal and expressed command 

constituted king over the whole animal creation. For these 
are the words which both Adam and Eve heard .when God 
said. "And let them have dominion." Here therefore a naked 
man without arms, without walls, nay, without any vesti- 
ture of his own body, but standing alone in his own naked 
flesh, finds himself lord over all birds, all wild beasts and all 
fishes, etc. 

This portion of the divine image also we have utterly lost, so 
that now we cannot even conceive in thought that fulness of 
joy and pleasure which Adam must have felt at the sight of the 
whole animal creation before him and at the sense he was 
lord of them all1 For now all things are full of leprosy and 
full of stupidity, and, as it were. of death. For who can now 
reach even in thought a conception of that portion of the divine 
image, which Adam and Eve possessed, by which they under- 
stood all the affections, the senses, the feelings and the powers 
of all the animals of the creation. And yet, what would have 
been their dominion over all created animals without this 
knowledge? There is indeed in this life a certain knowledge 
of God in the saints, derived from the Word and the Holy 
Spirit. But that knowledge of all nature, that understanding' 
of the qualities of all trees and the properties of all herbs, that 
clear discernment of the natures of all beasts, these are cn- 
dowments of our nature now utterly lost and irreparable. 
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If  therefore we would talk about a philosopher, let us talk 
about Adam! Let us speak of our first parents, while they 
were as yet pure and unfallen through sin ! For Adam and Eve 
had the most perfect knowledge of God. And how indeed 
could they be ignorant of him, whose very image they possessed 
and felt in themselves ! Moreover of the stars also and of the 
whole science and system of astronomy they had the most cer- 
tain knowledge. ! 

Moreover that all these endowments were enjoyed by Eve, as 
well as by Adam, is quite manifest from the speech of Eve to 
the serpent, when she answered him concerning the tree in the 
midst of paradise. From this speech it appears evident that she 
knew the end for which she was created, and she shows also the 
author from whom she had received that knowledge, for her 
reply to the serpent was, "God hath said," Gen. 3:3. Eve 
tl~erefore did not hear these things from Adam only, but she 
was by nature so pure from sin and so full of the knowledge of 
God that she saw and understood the Word of God for herself. 
As to us in our present state we still possess indeed some 
certain dull and as it were dead remnants of this knowledge. 
But all animals besides are altogether void of such understand- 
ing. They know not their Creator nor their origin nor their 
end; nor whence nor why they were created. No other ani- 
mals therefore possess anything whatever of this similitude of 
God. Hence it is that the psalm contains this exhortation, 
"Be ye not as the horse or as the mule which have no under- 
standing," Ps. 3 2 9  

Although therefore this image of God be almost wholly lost, 
there is nevertheless still remaining a mighty difference between 
man and all other animals of God's creation. But originally, 
before the sin of the fall, the difference was far greater and far 
more illustrious; while as yet Adam and Eve fully knew God 
and all his creatures, and were wholly absorbed in the goodness, 
righteousness and worship of God. Hence also thqe  was 
between Adam and Eve themselves a singular unity of minds 
and of wills. Nor was there in the whole world an object 
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sweeter to Adam or more beautiful in his eyes than his Eve! 
Nor is a wife, as the heathen say, a necessary evil. And why 
call they a wife an evil? The reason is manifest. They know 
nothing of the cause of evil. I t  was Satan. He it was who 
thus marred and corrupted woman's original nature. 

The influence however which we now have over beasts in this 
life, the use which we make of them, and the things we cause 
them to do are not effected by that dominion which Adam 
possessed, but by industry and art. Thus birds and fishes, as we 
see, are taken by deception and stratagem ; and beasts are tamed 
in various degrees by art. For those animals which are the 
most domesticated as geese, fowls, etc., were of themselves and 
by their own particular nature wild. This leprous nature of 
ours therefore still retains, through the goodness of God, some 
appearance of dominion over the other creatures. This domin- 
ion however is very trifling indeed, and far, very far, beneath 
the original dominion. For under that there was no need of 
art or stratagem, to give man influence over the beast. Every 
creature was put absolutely under a state of obedience to the 
voice of God when Adam and Eve were commanded by that 
voice to have dominion over them. 

We do retain therefore the name and the semblance and 
as it were the naked title of the original dominion, but the 
reality itself is almost wholly lost. Still it is good for us to know 
and to think upon this state of things, that we may sigh after 
that day which shall come. in which shall be restored unto 
us all things we lost by the sin of Adam in paradise. For 
we look for that life which Adam also ever held in expecta- 
tion. And well indeed may we wonder and render thanks unto 
God, as indeed we do, that we, so deformed by sin, so dull, 
so stupefied, and so dead by it, should be enabled through 
the merits and benefits of Christ to look with assurance for 
that same glory of a spiritual life, which Adam might also have 
looked for with all assurance, without the dying merits of 
Christ if he had remained unfallen in that animal life which 
possessed the image of God. 
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V. z7a. And God created man in his own image, in the 
image of  God created he him. 

Observe that the term likeness is not here used by Moses, 
but "iniage" only. Perhaps the sacred historian wished to avoid 
amphibology, too extensive circumlocution, and therefore lie 
merely repeated the term image. I see no other cause for the 
repetition, unless we receive it as intended for emphasis, and 
as designed to signify the joy and triumph of the Creator in this 
most beautiful work of his hands. The purpose of Moses was 
probably to represent God as not so much delighted with any 
of, or with all, his other creatures as with man, whom he cre- 
ated in his own likeness. For other animals are termed traces 
of God, man alone is said to be the image of God. For in all 
the other creatures God is known as by his footsteps only, but 
in man, especially in Adam, he is known truly and fully; for 
in Adam is seen that wisdom, righteousness and knowledge of 
all things, that he may rightly be called a microcosm or little 
world in himself; for he understands the heaven, the earth and 
the whole creation. God therefore, as Moses would here repre- 
sent, is delighted in his having made so beautiful a creature. 

Without doubt therefore, as God was so delighted with this 
his counsel and workmanship in the creation of man, so he is 
now delighted in the restoration of that his original glorious 
work, through his Son our Deliverer, Jesus Christ. I t  is always 
profitable to consider that God is always thinking thoughts 
of good, yea the best thoughts towards us, Jer. z g : ~ ~ ,  and 
that he is ever delighted with these his thoughts and this his 
counsel in our restoration to a spiritual life, by the resurrection 
from the dead of those who have believed in Christ. 

V. z7b. Male and female created he them. 
Moses here mentions both sexes together. That woman 

might not appear to be excluded from all the glory of the life 
to come. For woman seems to be a creature somewhat differ- 
ent from man, in that she has dissimilar members, a varied form 
and a mind weaker than man. Although Eve was a most excel- 
lent and beautiful creature, like unto Adam in reference to the 
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image of God, that is with respect to righteousness, wisdom and 
salvation, yet she was a woman. For as the sun is more glorious 
than the moon, though the moon is a most glorious body, so 
woman, though she was a most beautiful work of God, yet she 
did not equal the glory of the male creature. 

However Moses here joins the two sexes together and says 
that God created them male and female for a further reason 
that he might thereby signify that Eve also being alike created 
of God, alike with Adam became thereby a partaker of the 
divine image and similitude, and also of the dominion over all 
thing's. Hence woman is still a partaker of the life divine to 
come, as Peter says, "As being heirs together of the grace of 
life," I Pet. 3:7. In all domestic life also the wife is a partaker 
in ruling the house and enjoys, in common with her husband, 
the possession of the off spring of the property. There is never- 
theless a great difference between the sexes. The male is as 
the sun in the heaven, the female as the moon. while the other 
animals are the stars, over which the sun and the moon have in- 
fluence and rule. The principal thing' to be remarked therefore 
in the text before us. that it is thus written to show that the fe- 
male sex is not excluded from all the glory of the human nature, 
although inferior to the male sex. Of marriage we shall speak 
hereafter. 

In the second place this same text furnishes us with an argu- 
ment against Hilary and others, who wished to establish the 
doctrine that God created all things at once. For by the present 
passage of holy writ our interpretation is confirmed that the 
six days mentioned by Moses were truly six natural days, be- 
cause the divine historian here affirms that Adam and Eve were 
created on the sixth day. This text cannot be gainsaid. But 
concerning the order and manner of the creation of man, Moses 
speaks in the following chapter, in which he informs us that 
Eve was created a little after Adam, and that she was not made 
from the dust of the ground, as Adam was, but from one 
of the ribs of Adam, which God took from his side while asleep. 
These therefore are temporal works; that is, works done at a 
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certain time and not all wrought at one moment, as were also 
the sacred facts "that God brought every animal to Adam," and 
"that for Adam there was not found an helpmeet for him," 
Chap. 2 :19-20. 

Many divines think also that it was on the sixth day that 
Adam sinned. And therefore they hold the sixth day sacred 
on a twofold account, because, as Adam sinned on the sixth 
day, so Christ also suffered for sin on the sixth day. Whether 
these things really be so, I leave it to them to settle as matters 
not fully known. Moses does affirm as a certainty that man 
was created, and his wife also on the sixth day. My thoughts 
on the matter, as I will hereafter show, are that it is much more 
likely that Adam sinned on the seventh day, that is on the 
Sabbath; just as on the Sabbath also Satan the most bitterly 
annoys and torments the church while the Word of God is 
being preached. But neither can Adam's sin having been on 
the Sabbath be clearly shown from Moses. There are therefore, 
respecting both ways, "reasons against reasons," as Caesar 
Maximilian used to say. I leave these doubtful things therefore 
to be settled by each one according to his own judgment. 

Lyra relates a Jewish fable, to which there is a reference 
in Plato, that God originally created man in both sexes so 
that man and wife were together in one body, but were divided 
or cut apart by the divine power as the form of the back and 
spine seems to indicate. Others have added more obscene trifles. 
But the second chapter overthrows and refutes such lies. For 
should that be true how could it be written that God took from 
Adam one of his ribs and built a woman out of it? Such lies 
are found in the Talmud of the Jews and reference must be 
made to them in order that we may see the maliciousness of 
Satan, who suggests to men such absurd things. 

Like this is the fable of Aristotle who calls woman a . . . . . . . . . . . . man, virum occosiowxtum, and others call her a 
monster. But they themselves are monsters and children of 
monsters, who calumniate and ridicule such a creature of God, 
in whom God himself had delight, as in the noblest of his 

works, and who as we saw was created by a special counsel 
of God. We cite such heathenish and unbecoming things to 
show that the human mind is unable to establish anything sure 
about God or the works of God, but advances reasons against 
reasons, "rationes contra rationes," neither does it teach any- 
thing perfectly or fundamentally on these themes. 

V. &a. And God blessed them: and God said unto them, 
Be fruitful, and multiply, etc. 

God did not utter this command to the other animals but to 
man and woman only. Doubtless however all other animals 
are included in the blessing: "Be fruitful." 

This is the command of God to the creature added to his 
creation. But O! good God! What have we here also lost 
by sin! How happy was that state of man in which the gene- 
rating of offspring was attended with the highest reverence of 
God, with the highest wisdom and with the purest knowledge 
of God! But the flesh is now so swallowed up with the leprosy 
of lust that the body in the commerce of generation becomes 
actually brute-like, and can by no means generate in the know- 
ledge and worship of God ! 

The progress of generation does indeed remain with human 
nature, but it is lowered and weakened beyond description; and 
it is so absorbed in lust that it differs little from the generation 
of the beast. To all this are added the perils of gestation and 
parturition, the difficulty of rearing children when born, and an 
infinity of other evils; all which tend to impress us with the 
awfulness and magnitude of original sin. The blessing of God 
on generation therefore which still remains with human nature 
is a humbled and an accursed hlessing, if you compare it 
with that original blessing; and yet it is the blessing of God, 
instituted of God himself, which he still preserves. Where- 
fore let us acknowledge with gratitude and praise this blessing 
of God which still remains, though thus deformed by sin. 
Let us feel and confess that this inevitable leprosy of our flesh, 
which is all mere disobedience to the will of God is the punish- 
ment of sin, righteously inflicted of God. Let us wait however 
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in hope for the death of this leprous flesh, that we may be deliv- 
ered from all this filthiness and be restored to a perfec- 
tion and glory, even far exceeding the original creation of 
Adam ! 

V. 28b. And have dominion ovw the fish of the sea, etc. 
What use there was of beasts-of-burden, of fishes and of 

many other animals in the primitive state of creation and of 
innocency, is impossible for us clearly to determine, sunk as we 
are in ignorance of God and of his creatures. What we now see 
is that we feed on various kinds of flesh, on pulse, ete. Unless 
therefore these same things were in the same use then, we know 
not why they should have been created, but because we neither 
lave nor see any other use for all these creatures now. But 
Adam seems to  have had no use, as we have now, for those 
creatures, in addition to all that f w d  which he had in abundance 
from all the trees around him and from their fruits, which were 
far nobler and richer than any we now possess or know. 
Nor could he need raiment or money, who had all things under 
his immediate dominion and power. Nor did he need to regard 
any avarice or expectation in his posterity. . Adam and Eve 
therefore being thus amply provided with food, needed only to 
use these creatures to excite their admiration and wonder of 
God, and to create in them that holiness of pleasure, which we 
never can know in this state of the corruption of our nature. 
But all things are quite the contrary now. For at the present 
time, all the creatures together scarcely suffice for the nourish- 
ment and gratification of man. And the case has been just the 
same in all ages. Wherefore what this "dominion" of Adam 
"over the fish of the sea" was. we cannot now conceive by any 
stretch of our thought. 

V .  9. And God said, Behold, I have given you every herb 
yielding seed, etc. 

Here behold what anxious care God took of the man whom 
he had created. He  first created the earth or his dwelling-place 
in which he was to live. He  then ordained other things he 
judged to be necessary for his life and subsistence. And when 
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at length lie had created man, for whom he had made all these 
glorious preparations, he blesses him with the gift and power 
of generation. And now he gives him food, that nothing might 
be wanting for him to live most easily and most happily. But 
my belief is that if Adam had continued in his original state 
of innocency, children from their very birth would have rushed 
forth to the enjoyment of those pleasures which the primitive 
creation furnished in infinite abundance. But it is perhaps 
vain in us to attempt to enumerate these utterly innumerable 
blessings, which are all irretrievably lost to us in our present 
state of life, and of which we cannot with all our thought form 
the least conception. 

V. 30. And every green herb, etc. 
Moses here seems to make a difference between "seeds" and 

the "green herb." Perhaps it is because the herb is the food of 
beasts, and the seeds were designed to serve as food for man. 
For my belief is that without doubt the seeds we now use 
for food were far more excellent in paradise than they are at 
present. I have no doubt also that Adam would have refused 
to taste those various kinds of flesh, than which we have no 
food which we deem more sweet and delicious, in comparison 
with the sweetness of the fruits of those trees, which grew 
naturally in paradise, from the eating of which there did not 
proceed that leprous fatness, which is the consequence of such' 
food now, but a healthfulness and beauty of body and a whole- 
some temperature of all its humors. 

Now all varieties of flesh do not satisfy man, nor all kinds 
of pulse nor all kinds of grain. We continually endanger 
the health of our bodies by a surfeit of food. I say nothing 
now of those worse than beast-like sins, which are daily coin- 
mitted among us by an excessive use of meat and drink. All 
this is evidently the curse of God, which has followed upon 
original sin and has continued until now. And I believe also 
that venomous and noxious beasts and reptiles first came out 
of the earth as accursed for the sin of man. 

But here a question may arise, how we are to reconcile the 
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apparent discrepancy that all the trees in the field are &en to 
L4dam to enjoy, and yet that afterwards a signal part of the 
earth, which the Scriptures call paradise, is assigned to him to 
till? Another question may be, whether the whole orignal 
earth may be called paradise? etc., etc. But these things we 
will leave to o w  meditations upon the second chapter. 

111. V .  31. And God saw m e r y t k i ~ ~ g  that ke had w d e .  
and bc110Id it was TVTY good. Aftd there was evenbig and 
thcre xlas q~~omii tg  the sixth day. 

After God had thus finished all his works, he here speaks after 
the manner of one fatigued, as if he had said, "Bel~old I have 
now prcpzrcd all things for man with all perfectness. I have 
prepared for 11inl the hewen as liiq canopy and the earth as his 
floor. His l>ossessio~~s and his wealth are the animals with all 
the prodi~ctions of the earth, the sea and the air. The seeds, 
the roots and the herbs of the garden are his food. Moreover 
I have made man the lord of all tliese things. And he possesses 
the knowledge of me his God, and the use of a11 the animals 
which I have created, all of which he can use as he will with the 
greatest security, righteousness and wisdom. Nothing is want- 
ing. All things are created in the greatest abundance for the 
sustaining of animal life. Now therefore 1 will rest! 1 will 
enjoy a Sabbath !" 

Rut these things are almost wholly lost by sin, and we are 
at this clay like a carcass as it were of the first created man 
Adam; and we retain but a shadow of the dominion which he 
possessed. Shall we not say then that he has lost all things, 
who out of an immortal is become a mortal, and out of a 
riglitcons man, a sinner? Out of one accepted of God and 
xrztef111 to God, cast off and condemned of God? For now 
man is 2 sinner and mortal. If therefore these things do not, 
unclcr divine teaching, stir us up to the hope and expectation 
of a better clay and a better life to come, there is nothing that 
can stir 11s up to .such hope and expectation. Let these com- 
ments sufice for an explanation of this first chapter of the 
book of Genesis. In the following chapter Moses teaches us 
the nature of the WW'K of this sixth day; how man was created. 

CHAPTER 11. 

PART I. GOD'S REST, SANCTIFICATION OF T H E  
SABBATH AND CREATION O F  ADAN. 

I .  V .  I .  A i ~ d  the heavens and ihc earth wcrc fi~zisl~cd, and 
all the kasf of them. 

Our Latin rendering of the text before us is "and all the 
adornment of them." In the original Hebrew the expression is 
ZEBAAM, the "host" or "army" of them. The prophets have 
retained this same form of speaking and of calling the stars and 
the planets, ''the host or army of heaven,'' as Jer. 1g:13, wherc 
the Jews are represented as having adored "all tlie host of 
heaven." And God says by the prophet Zephaniah, ''I will 
cut off them that worship the host of heaven upon the house- 
if he could, in one moment empty the sea of all its fishes and the 
air of all its birds, strip the earth of all its fruits and utterly 
tops." In the same manner also Stephen testifies concerning 
the children of Israel in the wilderness that God "gave them 
up to worship the host of heaven," Acts. 7~42. 

The prophets borrowed these forms of speech from Moses, 
who in this passage calls the stars and other lun~inaries of 
heaven by a military term, calling them the host or the warning 
army of heaven. After a similar mode of expression lie calls 
men beasts and trees the host or army of the earth. Perhaps 
this is in anticipation of the solemn realities that were to come. 
For God afterwards calls liimsclf also the God of hosts or of 
armies; that is, not of angels and of spirits only, but of the 
whole creation also, which was for him and serves him. For 
ever since Satan was cast off by God for sin he has been filled 
with such desperate hatred of God and of men that he would, 
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